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This is the second of a series of articles by the Imperator about bis observations on
a journey which took him and his party around the world and into remote mystical
lands.— E d i t o r .

China coast was bleak able month in which we arrived, meets
and forbidding. It stood one’s expectation of a tropical climate
o u t in s h a rp r e l i e f —hot, steaming, sticky. The atmos
against the g r e e n is h phere seems to force back upon yon
waters of the China Sea. your own perspiration, not being able
we winged southward to absorb any more moisture. Clothes
m m As
through a cloudless sky, stick to your person.
the mysterious terrain
The city is low and flat. It is sur
held a fascination for us, rounded by a network of rivers and
even at an altitude of over ten thousand canals, of which the major portion of
feet. Here was the coast line long the country consists. Outside the teem
famed in historical accounts and leg ing Bangkok, with its constant chatter
ends. This was the refuge for China’s ing of people and the raucous cries so
swashbuckling pirates. Ilere, too, was common to an Oriental city, Ihe homes
the center of the smuggling trade that are mostly built on piles.
sapped her economic strength.
The streams flowing beneath these
Rivers could be seen coursing through homes serve a multitude of purposes.
great canyons, their sources lost to the Through apertures in the floor of the
eye in the rugged hills on the distant homes refuse is disposed of. Likewise,
horizon. High rocky islets, which from the same openings, the family ob
blended with the sweep of the mono tains a plentiful supply of edible fish.
chrome coast line, stood before the
The combination of high temperature
mouths of these rivers. They concealed and heavy rainfall provides an abun
inlets and bays from any casual surface dance of flora. The rice crops flourish
observer, especially since at most times and even the least industrious of the
a heavy fog hung low over the waters. natives can, with little effort, find am
For decades behind these natural bar ple food. Wild fruits abound. Bananas
riers, there have lain in wait the buc of numerous varieties may be had just
caneers who preyed on the trade of the for the effort of beating a path into the
Orient. Far up these waterways in the foliage to obtain them. The children
wild country of the interior w^ere the are always to be seen munching on
small empires of these ruthless men. bananas, papayas, and the most luscious
which have • leaked
out varieties of tangerines. Thus food is
i Ih e accounts
have come .to pform the rfabric
otr numer- not a problem to the Siamese people.
ous tales of adventure. The fact that there is ample sustenance
We were bound for South Asia, Siam. has its psychological and sociological
Bangkok, its capital, even in the favor advantages. The people are happy,
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friendly and carefree, at least insofar as
the economic problems of most Oriental
people are concerned. The vivid color
of the flora, the deep tan of the people,
the high-peaked, wide-brimmed strawhats, which they wear, and the myriadcolored skirts make Siam a photo
graphic and artistic dream come true.
The constant and intense sunlight, with
the azure skies, heightens the oppor
tunity to capture on film the exotic and
primitively picturesque life of these
people.
A journey up one of the numerous
canals, which are mostly rivers carry
ing off the excess of the heavy annual
precipitation brought on by the mon
soons, reveals the real native life. This
journey may be made in a sampan, a
rustic type of boat with a thatched
canopy amidship and poled by a halfnaked boatsman, or a small motor
launch may be engaged. Though the
latter covers more miles in a shorter
period of time, it also has its disadvan
tages. It attracts the attention of the
rural people and causes them to be
come shy in the presence of foreigners.
The people up the rivers and along
the canals virtually live in the water.
As children in Occidental cities play in
the streets, so the Siamese boys and
girls are almost continuously swimming
in the water which flows behind and
under their homes. They dive from the
steps and from the family sampans
w'hich are moored to posts in the front
of their homes. They wrestle and chase
objects in the water as other children
would on a school playground. Most
of the children are absolutely naked
and their brown little bodies are firm
and well fed.
Twice weekly the Klong Bangluang
(floating market) may be seen. It is a
spectacle of color ana Oriental atmos
phere that is a long remembered event
to the Western visitor. Boats—in fact,
almost eveiy object that will float and
carry a cargo larger than a man can
carry—take part in the event. These
vessels come from the interior. They
are manned by Siamese farmers and
each is bringing to market some prod
uce to sell. Some of the vessels are
heaped high with beautiful flowers;
others have great bunches of bananas
or baskets of tropical fruit. Still others
are laden with vegetables of various

kinds, and the variety of color consti
tutes a bouquet of floral beauty. The
“market place” is an assemblage of
these boats in a confluence of a river
and canals.
The colorful boats bob up and down
rhythmically, as the water is agitated
by the innumerable paddles of the pros
pective customers who work their way
in and out of the maze of floating ven
dors. The laughing, the good-natured
bargaining, the carnival spirit that pre
vails, all under a brilliant tropical sun,
makes the whole event not unlike a
pageant of old. To these people it is
not an exhibition but rather a function
of necessity. Almost everyone has
something to sell. The price he obtains
determines whether he can buy what
his neighbor has to offer. Here, then, is
an example of the basic laws of econ
omy in operation and at least inher
ently understood. If a man cannot
freely sell his goods, he cannot buy
freely of another.
From 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., siesta pre
vails. A soporific and serene atmos
phere is noticeable. Almost magically
the congestion of boats melts away.
The only reminder of the former float
ing market is some refuse still on the
water, such as the discarded leaves of
vegetables and stalks of flowers. Up
the canals, men and their families lie
stretched on the plank porches of their
thatched dwellings. Hats are pulled
over their faces to keep out annoying
insects. Children lie in the shade of the
boats, their hands over the side rippling
the cool water. Dogs and cats lie near
each other in an amity induced by leth
argy from the midday warmth.
The dogs of the countryside are well
fed, principally the result of foraging
for themselves. The dogs of the city,
where food is more difficult to obtain,
show neglect and indifference to their
welfare. They are gaunt and half
starved. Their ribs plainly show, and
the flesh is stretched so taut over
them that it looks as though it might
split at the least exertion. Some have
become so infected with mange that
they are completely hairless and are
covered with huge scars and scabs.
In the late afternoon, life returns to
rural Siam. Peddlers pole their small
boats from one home to another. They
sleep and eat in their floating shops. In
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the bow of some of these boats is a
small brazier or charcoal burner upon
which may be simmering hot foods, as
banana and rice cakes. These boats are
actually floating restaurants. Women
busy themselves with weaving and per
forming household tasks while the chil
dren renew their games with vigor.
T h e F a ith o f a P e o p l e

The prevailing religion of Siam is
Buddhism. As with Christianity and
Judaism, Buddhism eventually emerged
far stronger in other lands than in the
place of its origin. In India, the birth
place of Buddhism, it is far less a potent
force than the religions introduced there
from elsewhere. Everywhere in Bang
kok and its environs may be seen the
bright yellow robes of the bhikkus or
monks. The robes are always clean,
neat in appearance, and worn according
to the traditional fold. They seem to
blend in with the vivid colors of Siam.
The heads of these bhikkus are shaved
and their feet sandaled. They live in
Viharas or Buddhist monastic centers.
Unlike the clergy of many other reli
gious sects, they are less concerned with
secular matters and more with the
spiritual doctrines of their faith. I do
not mean to imply that the Buddhist
monk has no interest in the welfare of
human society. He is as anxious as any
religionist or member of the clergy of
any sect to propagate his teachings by
preachment and to emulate their ideals
in practice. However, he does not resort
to pressure methods. He does not re
sort to infiltration into the political
structure of his government or into civil
functions. He does not try to build a
fulcrum and lever by which to compel
religious adherence on the part of the
masses. He does not try to control de
partments of finance, state or educa
tion, the military and the police, so as
to exercise temporal compulsion.
The Buddhist wants the votaries or
adherents to choose the eightfold path
. . . not to be driven along it by politi
cal force. Thus, Buddhist monks or
high priests will, generally speaking,
The
not be found involved in intrigues of
Rosicrucian government. They do not, by sub rosa
p..
means, inveigh against one political
LJjgesf
candidate and in favor of another who
M ay
they may believe will forward Bud1949
dhism’s temporal interests. It is not

that the bhikkus are naive, that there is
a nescience on their part of the sub
versive methods used by the clergy of
other sects. Rather, it is their honest
conviction that such methods by any
religion are a sign of doctrinal impo
tence. If a religion must control the
political and physical forces of the
state to maintain its supremacy, it ad
mits its lack of human appeal.
The various magnificent pagodas or
towerlike temples throughout Siam, as
elsewhere in South Asia, are known as
wots. Their appearance has all the
mysterious allure and lavish splendor
that one imagines of the Orient. One
of the principal wats or Buddhist tem
ples in metropolitan Bangkok is what is
popularly known as the Temple of the
Dawn. Its official name is Pra Buddha
Prang. In the year B. E. 2363 (1820
A.D.), a great celebration was held in
honor of the older monastery on the
site of this present wat. King Rama II,
then ruling, took it upon himself to re
construct the temple and give it greater
grandeur. At the very outset of the
operation, the king died, but the task
was resumed by his successor, King
Rama III.
The height of the central tower is
over two hundred twenty-four feet.
Around the base of the central “prang”
or pinnacle, four other “prangs” were
erected. These contain niches on all
sides. In each of these niches there is
an image of Phra Bai (God of the
Winds) riding on his horse. The main
“prang” or pinnacle in appearance re
sembles the upper stories of some of
our modern skyscrapers which have re
sorted to appropriating Oriental archi
tectural designs for their towers.
In front of the central chapel and
vihara (monastic building) of this wat
stand two large figures, representing
mythological giants, facing each other.
They depict the protective forces sur
rounding the great temple. The whole
structure glistens with brilliant mosaics
and gold ornamentation. An observer
is awed by its harmony of structural
and artistic beauty.
The mosaics in part carry in their
design images of the “Heavenly Birds”
—half-human and half-bird. To the
mystical unenlightened, these may
seem to be a religious fantasy or per
haps nothing more than an aesthetic
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ornament. To the mystic and to the
Buddhist, however, they depict the “as
cent of consciousness.” It is a represen
tation of the flight of self to the higher
levels of illumination and of mystical
unfoldment, a soaring into the oneness
of being.
When the structure was finally com
pleted, the king held another ceremony
and a huge image of Buddha was placed
in the chapel where it still is. The im
posing figure makes a definite impres
sion upon even the casual visitor. In
this chapel it holds the same signifi
cance to the advanced Buddhist as does
the image of Christ in a cathedral to a
Christian or the image of Moses to a
Jew.
Another wat is known popularly as
the Marble Temple. It is of fairly re
cent date. It is a structure of white
marble with a brilliant red tiled roof
and with a plenitude of gold ornament
on the eaves. It is situated in extensive
and well-kept grounds. The verdure of
the grass and foliage, the borders of red
and blue flowers and the even infinity
of blue sky, make the whole as ethereallike as a divine visitation. The lawns
are traversed by small streams kept
within low uniform banks. The pel
lucid waters reflect the perfect image of
the inspiring surroundings as would a
highly polished mirror. One crosses
these streams over small arched bridges
just wide enough to allow the passage
of one person.
The Oriental knowledge of psycho
logical principles, whether expressed in
textual form or not, is ever present in
their religion—even in its physical as
pects. One cannot, for example, enter
this wat directly, that is, by immedi
ately climbing the series of low steps to
its portals. The visitor is obliged to fol
low a long approach down narrow
walks, flanked by religious images. The
approach is long enough so that the
magnitude of the temple and its intri
cate design and splendor produce an in
creasing stimulus upon the visitor be
fore he actually enters. He is humbled
by the grandeur. His respect, if not
reverence, has been heightened. Fur
ther, by the time he enters, he is
thoughtful, if not meditative, about the
significance of the edifice, artistically
and symbolically. In other words, psy

chologically an attitude of receptivity
has been induced within him.
Even the non-religious or non-mystically-inclined will not be disappointed
by the vista that he finds within. The
first sight that greets the eye is the
colossal image of a seated Buddha in
burnished gold. Unlike most statues
of Buddha, this one has not just a com
placent expression. An intriguing
whimsical smile seems to flash over the
visage, depending upon how intently
one looks upon his expression. It is
reminiscent of the Mona Lisa in this
regard. The floor consists of exquisite
handmade tile in which the art of the
Orient has excelled for centuries. Here
and there, in a geometrical order, are
placed huge urns of incense. Wisps of
smoke coil lazily upward to find one’s
nostrils. Before the altar is an array
of candles, some of which are electri
cally lighted, the only modern and in
congruous touch. The atmosphere
breathes and imparts a reverence which
even the most insensible person cannot
help experiencing.
The caste system in Siam is excep
tionally strong with all its inherent
evils. An offense against one’s caste or
social status results not only in his be
coming socially ostracized but it also
dishonors his family. Thus, to lose
caste adumbrates almost all social evils.
This caste system arrogates strict ob
servances. One of these proscribes fu
nerals such as would be beneath the dig
nity of one’s social level. Those of each
caste must meet the requirements of
their caste. This includes funeral ex
penses considered appropriate for mem
bers of the families and as outlined by
tradition.
Those of the aristocracy must have
pretentious funerals. Though crema
tion is customary and a religious rite for
all castes, there is a gradual elaboration
on the extent of the actual services as
one moves up in caste. The minimum
cost for the funeral for one of the higher
castes is approximately one thousand
United States dollars. The Siamese
equivalent of this amount is about ten
thousand dollars of their money. We
met a young chap, a Siamese, cultured,
intelligent and of the aristocracy. He
is now employed as an interpreter. He
was forced into this work by family
(Continued on Page 146)
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Psychic Radio
By

D r.

H. S p e n c e r

L e w is,

F.R.C.

(From The M ystic Triangle, June, 1925)

Since thousands of readers of the Rosicrucian Digest have not read many of the
earlier articles of our late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, we adopted the editorial
policy of publishing each month one of his outstanding articles, so that his thoughts
would continue to reside within the pages of this publication.

Radio Chief in the De
partment of Commerce
at Washington reports a
new phase of in q u iry
with which he is con
tending to the best of his
ability but which as
tounds him and perplexes
his scientific knowledge.
Frankly, he looks upon most of the
strange letters that come to him as be
ing unworthy of his time and atten
tion, but quite a few have warranted
some investigation and have led to a
call for opinions and assistance in solv
ing the seeming mystery.
The letters report the development
in certain persons of a faculty or func
tioning of the mind or consciousness,
aptly termed psychic radio receptivity.
While all this correspondence may be
new to government officials, and al
though it has no place in any of the
bureaus in Washington, the phenomena
are not new.
Such experiences as have been re
lated to the government and to the edi
tors of many radio magazines came un
der the writer’s attention fifteen or
more years ago when he was experi
The
with many of the advanced
Rosicrucian menting
principles
of “wireless” which have re
Digest
cently become popular. In my associa
May
tions with many wireless enthusiasts in
those days and in attending the early
1949
he

sessions of the Radio League of America
long before the broadcasting of music
and speech was considered possible as a
popular attraction, the strange func
tionings of the psychic consciousness of
man were discussed in terms less psy
chological than they are discussed to
day.
It was not uncommon for those who
had been “pounding the brass” for
hours, sending long messages by the
still familiar Morse code, and listening
for several hours in the stillness of a
small room late into the hours of the
morning for weak and distant answers,
to finally throw themselves upon a
couch for rest or retire for the night
only to find the room, the atmosphere,
filled with code messages although the
wireless equipment was in a remote
part of the home and completely shut
down in its operation.
Nor, was it uncommon for many to
report that they could hear such code
messages at different hours of the day
or night while walking, or talking, on
the street, in the parks, in theatres or
other places far from any sort of wire
less or electrical equipment of any
kind.
Many special cases were reported,
investigated, and tabulated as being im
possible of solution at the time, of mes
sages received very definitely, and
seemingly by the sense of hearing,
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while persons were at rest or in a re
laxed condition and away from any
radio equipment. I may also refer to
the many experiences recorded by oper
ators of wireless equipment at sea who
have made affidavits that they have
been called from their sleep by hearing
the famous SOS call independent of the
wdreless devices.
Some very notable experiences are
still referred to whenever the “old
timers” get together and compare
notes. Not one of them would callenge
the statements made by “Hal” Smith
of Brooklyn, New York, who had one
of the finest private wireless transmit
ting stations in that part of the country.
He had worked long and well to im
prove the quality of his old spark trans
mitter until with a revolving spark-gap
and efficient condensers he had raised
the pitch or tone of his spark to a beau
tiful musical note high in the scale. We
always knew when “Hal’s” station was
on the air by that note. It w7as like the
highest note of a flute. It could be
picked out of a hundred other high and
1o w t pitch sounds constantly in the air.
It was common practice to speak of
“Hal” or rather refer to him by whis
tling a high note—which by the way
could never approach in pureness and
pitch the note of his spark. I am ex
plaining this note at length because,
from a scientific point of view, it would
be material indeed in considering his
case.
M a n i n n e r n ea rin g

“Hal” lived with his old mother,
who was his companion in many ways
and was considered by the “wireless
gang” of boys and young men as the
sweetest little old lady that ever lived.
Her home was always open to them,
and that means really open, day and
night!
But one day “Hal” was over in New
York. He was visiting Battery Park at
the lower end of Manhattan, for it was
Sunday afternoon and he liked to look
over some of the vessels, as they passed,
with their improved wireless equip
ment. While sitting on a bench in the
park, apparently wratching hundreds go
by and hundreds sitting or standing
around, “Hal” suddenly heard the high
note of his wireless station at home.
Like many of the boys, he had locked

that little wireless room and was sure
of it, and no one but his mother could
unlock it when he was not there. He
listened again. It was surely his
“note.” He had gone to a fan’s home
and listened to that pitch during the
months he was perfecting it, and on
such occasions he had asked his mother
to press the key at a certain minute of
the hour with four short dots and one
dash, followed by a pause and then the
four dots again and a dash, over and
over for two or three minutes. That
was all of the code he had ever taught
her. It was enough for him to judge his
pitch.
An then, on this Sunday afternoon,
he distinctly heard that same, unmis
takable pitch, and the same four dots
and dash, pause, four dots and dash.
He looked at the old clock on the
tower. It was 4:46. His mother must
be showing the “set” to someone. A
strange thing for her to do in his ab
sence, thought “Hal.” And then came
the sudden realization that he was not
even near a wireless set and was not
listening in to any radio waves in the
ordinary sense. His first impression
was one of awe, then that of doubt. He
tried to smile off the incident, but
nevertheless listened—listened with
that inner consciousness that we know
so well. Again and again came the
same four dots and dash, but a little
less even or regular, and with longer
pauses. Suddenly there were three dots
—and nothing more. At the same in
stant a terrifying fear or impression
swept over “Hal,” and he rushed from
his seat madly for a car and made his
way over the Brooklyn Bridge and up
Fulton Street to his home.
He claims that it took him just fortyeight minutes to get home. At any rate,
when he rushed into that little wireless
room just off the kitchen in the rear of
the apartment he was stunned with the
sight of his mother’s limp form lying
across his operating table with her one
hand near the telegraph key. She was
lifeless and had sent out the call for
help—the only call she knew, and her
boy had “heard” and responded when
it was too late.
For verification of his story, there is
the testimony of four others who, lis
tening in at their sets that afternoon
also heard, in a truly physical sense,
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that high pitch note of “Hal's” as
though tuning his spark again. One of
them called “Hal’s” “call letters” a
number of times but received no an
swer. And, all of them say it was about
a quarter to five when they heard the
pure notes of that station.
R e c e ip t ot M en ta l M essage*

experiences make the consciousness
keen and alive to every incoming im
pression.
Radio waves that pass through the
ether are not different from other sound
waves of any kind, except in their rate
of vibration. Radio waves are like unto
the waves of light, so far as their rate
is concerned. Our eyes are constructed
by nature to take or receive those high
vibrations and translate them into lower
vibrations that we may sense. Some
animals can sense rates of vibrations of
light that we cannot. Some animals
have no eyes at all because they live
where there is no light, as at the bot
tom of the sea in very deep water.
Those animals which live where there
is little light have more sensitive eyes.
The same is true of the organ of hear
ing. It varies in animals according to
where their state of evolution has placed
them. Modifying environment has
modified their sense of hearing.
In order that we may hear the sounds
being carried on the radio waves, we
require electrical devices in a receiving
set to translate the high rate of vibra
tions into a lower rate to accommodate
our organ of hearing. But such a proc
ess is only a makeshift. In all the past
of civilization we find that nature has
gradually changed, improved, or modi
fied the organs and senses of man to
meet the conditions of his environments
and needs; and, therefore, I contend
that if we continue to concentrate and
experiment with the higher waves and
rates of vibrations, both in sight and
sound, nature will gradually adjust the
receptive organs to receive those rates
of vibrations without the intervention
of electrical or mechanical devices.
Those who, today, are hearing radio
dots and dashes, as they report to the
Government, without the use of any
electrical or radio equipment, are, in
my opinion, the early proteges of na
ture’s great change that is coming to
mankind. And the day is not far dis
tant, relatively near so far as many
cycles of evolution are concerned, when
mental messages, traveling at an even
higher rate than radio, will be received
also by the mind of man as easily as
the lower rates are received today.

How did “Hal” hear that call sent by
his mother? One school of occultists
will say that her mind was on her boy,
that she mentally transmitted her mes
sage to him, that he in his receptive
state received the impression of what
his mother was doing and thinking, and
that his consciousness transmuted the
impression into sounds. It is the fa
miliar telepathic interpretation and ex
planation of similar phenomena.
Another school will explain it as Di
vine impulses translated and transmit
ted by the Angels of Space. The mate
rialists will explain it, as I have heard
them explain it often, upon the basis of
coincidence.
I have another explanation to offer.
I base my contention upon many other
cases apart from this one, and upon
personal experiences as well.
It is this: As we use and perfect any
function or sense of the body and con
sciousness we make it more sensitive,
broader in its scope and less limited.
That is to say, man physically and psy
chically is evolving to such a degree
and in such a way that those organs,
parts of the body, functionings and
senses which he no longer needs are
becoming smaller, dormant, atrophied,
and disappearing from his organization.
In the physical sense we have much
proof of this throughout the whole
body. In the psychic sense we are just
beginning to realize that evolution is
doing for the psychic body of man ex
actly what it is doing for the physical
man.
And, through the systematic or pro
longed practice of concentration on
hearing (as is necessary with listeningin to distant or faint radio signals), one
more and more loses all consciousness
of the outer self and the outer environ
The
ment
and becomes attuned to the con
Rosicrucian sciousness
of mental messages. Such
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F e b r u a r y 8, 1879, 1949, $4.00), detailing both the begin
Sandford Fleming read a ning struggles and the later successes
paper to fellow members of this most respected scientific body.
of the Canadian Institute Miss Stimson has done the lay reader
which he had founded. a real service. Such books aid our per
Its subject was one to spective. Through them we realize that
which he had given much no idea, individual, institution, or event
thought and which was stands completely isolated and inde
of great importance. The pendent. It is part of the whole, and
veriest Rosicrucian neophyte would our need is to see that whole.
have found it highly to his liking, for
the anomalies of living
it was entitled “Time and Time Reck thatIt isweonego offorward
our faces
oning.” Out of the interest generated turned toward the past. with
The
future
lies
by that paper grew a world conference ahead but we prepare for it in the pres
to consider time, and the system known ent and can be successful only when we
as standard time resulted.
understand thoroughly the past out of
It may surprise some that the world which
present grows. It is always
had to wait so long for so useful a sys the past,thewhich
the real cor
tem to become established. Had it not rective. By it wefurnishes
successfully
meet the
been for Sandford Fleming and the present and hopefully contemplate
the
Canadian Institute, the world might future.
have waited much longer.
we remember that nations,
A hundred years before the Cana likeWhen
businesses,
have their periods of
dian Institute, however, another group inventory, we appreciate
the more
of amateur scientists had begun to turn the advantage history canall give
us—
the world’s attention to a serious con whether that history be of a man,
sideration of scientific matters. That nation, an institution, or an idea. That,a
was the Royal Society of London, the in the main, was why I enjoyed so
oldest scientific group in the world hav much Miss Stimson’s effort to bring
ing a continuous existence.
into focus so important an aspect of the
It was chartered by Charles II in past. The Elizabethan Age was a point
1662, but its roots reached back to of inventory or summing up. The
Elizabethan times. Dorothy Stimson truths of the past were there re-exam
has just written a fascinating account ined and restated in terms that might
of the Royal Society (Scientists and have meaning for our Modern Age. In
Amateurs, Henry Schuman, New York, its turn, it is the storehouse, and we
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shall have to evaluate its content for spots are in your eyes and not on the
sun.”
the future.
It is no easy task to move back 300
Such pronouncements had been the
years in time and imagine a world old way; and knowledge was often lost
shorn of all the gadgets and common in argument and speculation. Patient
places of our everyday living. It means observation and careful experiment in
projecting ourselves into a state of con the field of natural phenomena was to
sciousness where even the methods by be the new way, but only those could
which we now discover new facts would walk it who were zealous for truth and
be ridiculed as pretentious. Such pro who were courageous enough to commit
jection is as difficult as trying to be themselves to wrays untried and risk
awed by a doorbell’s ringing when a being belittled in the eyes of authority.
button is pressed and being willing to Amateurs they truly were—these
ponder the causes philosophically for men of the Royal Society—but none
an hour or so.
theless pioneers. Bacon said of himself
Experiment and research are so much that he was only the bell ringer, calling
a part of our daily scheme of things the wits together; yet, if Emerson’s
that it seems incredible that they should statement be true, the Royal Society is
ever have been questioned and ridi but his lengthened shadow.
culed. Likewise, they are so much the
Bacon often failed to
province of the specialist and the ex go Itfaris intruethethat
direction
he pointed out,
pert that wre are nonplussed by the fact for it is known that he persisted
old
that they once evoked interest only in viewpoints after experiment andin ob
the layman and amateur. Yet, such servation had established better ones.
was the case. And the Royal Society in He remained dissatisfied with Gilbert’s
its pioneering days ran the gamut of experiments with the magnet when un
criticism from ridicule to vituperation. doubtedly he should have been in
Thus, it is easy to underestimate the wholehearted agreement; and he con
mental revolution which these learned tinued to hold with Ptolemy when
amateurs brought about; and for that everyone else had accepted Copernicus.
reason, all aspects of the institution it Nevertheless, to Bacon belongs the
self and the age of which it was a part credit for ushering in the modern
are perpetually intriguing to the Rosi- world, and Thomas Sprat in his His
crucian.
tory of the Royal Society wrote: “If my
In Elizabethan times, learning was desires could have prevailed with some
shifted from philosophical axiom to excellent friends of mine, who engaged
scientific experiment. Matters earlier me to write this work, there should
decided by reference to Aristotle were have been no other preface to my ac
then for the first time subjected to care count of the Royal Society but some of
ful observation and referred to natural his (Bacon’s) writings.”
law. Analysis and experiment became All that the Royal Society aimed at
the means by which facts were deter was not only envisaged in Bacon’s New
mined.
Atlantis, but also given practical impe
“Credulity in respect of certain au tus at Solomon’s House at Gorhambury.
thors,” Francis Bacon had written, “and The Elizabethan scene was exceedingly
making them dictators instead of con busy laying the foundations for the
suls, is a principal cause that the sci Royal Society and if its early efforts
ences are no further advanced.” He were often abortive and its members,
may have had in mind the experience child scientists rather than adult ones,
of the youth who told his teacher, a they were at least making a sincere
confirmed Aristotelian, that his observa- attempt to learn from the past and to
The
tion of the sun had caused him to be- advance on the basis of that learning.
If, too, as Disraeli in the mid-nine
Rn<irrurisin lieve that there wras a condition existing
which could be called sunspots. “My teenth century thought, the members
son,” said his teacher, “I have read were a bit sanguine in their hopes, to
M ay
Aristotle many times and find therein day has seen their vision become fact.
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cules, for it indicates that smugness and
condescension can be equally far from
a just appraisal. Disraeli quotes as ex
travagant this statement of a member
of the Royal Society. We should proba
bly commend it as a justifiable pre
diction:
“Should these heroes go on (the
Royal Society) as they have happily
begun, they will fill the world with
wonders; and posterity will find many
things that are now but rumors, verified
into practical realities. It may be, some
ages hence, a voyage to the Southern
unknown tracts, yea, possibly to the
moon, will not be more strange than
one to America. To them that come
after us, it may be as ordinary to buy
a pair of wings to fly into remotest re
gions, as now a pair of boots to ride a
journey. And to confer at the distance
of the Indies, by sympathetic convey
ances, may be as usual to future times,
as to us in a literary correspondence.
The restoration of grey hairs to juvenil
ity, and renewing the exhausted mar
row, may at length be effected without
a miracle; and the turning the now
comparative desert world into a para
dise, may not improbably be expected
from late agriculture.” (Quarrels of
Authors, 1814.)
Throughout its long history, then, the
Royal Society has had to prove itself.
First, it was necessary to overcome
prejudice—optical glasses (telescope
V

A

and microscope) were considered athe
istic instruments designed to pervert the
sight and make everything appear in a
new and false light. Again, Robert
Boyle’s use of the term “Invisible Col
lege,” and the fact that the Society car
ried on a “universal correspondence”
gave rise to a fear that it was aiming
to lead Protestantism again captive. Al
ways, there was money to be thought
of, for although King Charles had
granted a charter, there had been no
like grant of money to carry forward
its work. Always, too, there was apathy
and indifference to dog its pathway
when nothing else threatened.
In one instance, a prospective mem
ber hesitated to accept membership lest
it increase the circle of his acquaint
ances. Here one wonders a little what
might have happened if Sir Isaac New
ton had held out against membership,
for much of the Society’s importance
came as a result of his efforts.
It may be that Rosicrucians will be
more interested in the first phase of the
Royal Society’s development since that
phase was so largely the result of their
labors; yet, there is little doubt that
they have been as active if not so con
spicuous in the years of its fuller
achievement. It is a field for unending
speculation and research and happily
Miss Stimson’s book sets one off with a
true questing spirit to find out a few
things on his own.
V
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The drama of the stars is poi*trayed weekly at two shows on Sundays in the
THEATRE OF THE SKY, 3 and 8 p.m. Admission for star-shows—following the free
lecture in the lobby—is 50 cents for adults and 18 cents for children, including tax.
Weekly changes are made in the star projector to match the sky. Monthly changes
in subject with up-to-the-minute refresher lectures in astronomy. Learning is fun here!
Inquire concerning special shows during the week, by appointment. These ar
ranged, evening or daytime shows have special rates for a minimum of 25 persons—
any age, any organization.
SCHEDULE FOR THREE MONTHS
MAY— The Story of the Stars—W hat is the hidden meaning of the constellations?
JUNE— Our Star, the Sun—How does the Sun, as well as other stars, affect us?
JULY— How Did It All Begin?—Where did we come from?
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EARLY ROOTS OF CURRENT TRUTHS
By R a lp h M. L e w is, F.R.C.
LESSON ONE
are no en
mind. Ju st because
tire ly orig in al
one has c ra m m e d
many experiences in
thoughts. Psychologi
cally, no matter how
to a life does not make
him a genius or confer
different or how radi
upon him exceptional
cal our thoughts or
creative ability. We
views of things may
know, for exam ple,
be, actually they are
composed of anteced
that many travelers,
although having trav
ent ideas. Each ex
ersed the world with
perience w hich we
their eyes open, have
have is composed of
actually seen nothing.
sensations, either sen
By that I mean that
sations of the external
they h a v e mentally
world, the great sea of
not seen. They have
existence in which we
no mental sight.
find ourselves, or sen
sations of our own be
T h e r e a re many
ing, the “I,” the ego.
persons who live a long
Color, heat, pain, fear,
life and yet the ex
all of these are sensa
periences which lon
tions.
gevity has provided
In the brain each of these sensations have filtered through tlieir minds. Little
is given identity, that is, a special substance of such experiences remains
meaning or significance. It is placed in in their consciousneess to become use
time or it is given purpose. These sen ful to them as essentials of thought.
sations then, in turn, form our ideas, However, one who does think, one who
and we use our ideas in a manner not does devote time to contemplation or
unlike that of a child using his toy who has creative work required of him,
building-blocks. We arrange them in must first have a considerable amount
innumerable patterns which we find of experience from which arise sensa
pleasing or useful to us. The reason tions and from which, in turn, ideas
ing mind is continually assembling are formed. Every great thinker, whose
ideas, and this assembly causes us to ideas we admire or which have had a
have many emotional responses. These, value to society, has been a man of
then, become new sensations. From keen perception. He has been an indi
them come additional ideas.
vidual who has been alert to his en
Each thought which we have, there vironment and analyzed it thoroughly.
fore, has a certain immortality. It con He has, as well, been alert to all the
tinues to live long beyond the experi- characteristics and vicissitudes of hu
The
ence from which it was derived. Each man nature, and has made the most of
Rosicrucian t^10uRht influences future ideas, be- his experiences.
comes associated with them, at least as
Thoughts which have long endured,
£
an element. Extensive experiences and and which have found their way into
M ay
numerous sensations arising from them our classics, have their elements rooted
1949
do not necessarily produce a creative in an environment or environments of
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centuries past. Some of our most cur
rent ideas actually originated in some
past environment. Some sensitive mind,
perhaps centuries ago, was influenced
by an experience. The sensation left a
definite impression on his conscious
ness, and he has evolved it into a
thought and transmitted that thought to
others, where it has grown. Such en
vironmental influences are often geo
graphic. The location of men’s homes,
the lands in which they live, the fer
tility of the soil, the climatic condi
tions, natural transportation—that is,
whether they are adjacent to water
ways—the resources of the land, all of
these things result in the kind of
thoughts men have.
A cross 1 ,0 0 0 Y ea rs

climate, which is mild in comparison to
the enervating climate of equatorial
Africa and mild in comparison to the
rigorous climate of the temperate zone
of middle Europe.
The soil of the Nile and that of the
Tigris-Euphrates valley is very fertile.
Crops are abundant. Food supplies are
easily obtainable. Consequently, men
were not obliged to devote every mo
ment of their conscious state to provid
ing for subsistence. They were not com
pelled to work long hours from sunrise
to sunset, resulting in falling into sleep
or stupor from fatigue. A little effort
would produce considerably. There
fore, the men of the Eastern end of the
Mediterranean found that they had
leisure time. They had time to contem
plate the ways of life, to wonder about
the world, to gaze up at the stars in the
heavens, to chart the movements of the
Cosmic bodies, and to start the arts and
crafts and develop them. It is only
when the necessities of life have been
met that culture is able to arise because,
then, the minds of men are free.
Immediately south of the Aegean Sea
is the island of Crete. On it once ex
isted a highly developed civilization in
the period known to history as the
Minoan Age. It derived its name from
King Minos, a partly historical and
partly legendary character, one of the
so-called sea kings of Crete. At this
time there was considerable traffic be
tween the island of Crete and Egypt,
Babylonia, and other civilizations of the
Tigris-Euphrates valley. The little
barks, with linen sails, covered the dis
tance of approximately three hundred
forty miles from Alexandria to Cnossus,
with favorable winds and the aid of
oarsmen, in three or four days. They
brought with them the glazed tile of
Egypt, the beautiful gold work of the
goldsmiths, and the fine linen which is
almost like the silk of today. Out of
Syria came other barks bearing bronze
work and excellent pottery. The Ae
gean Sea, with its rugged coast line and
many harbors, itself formed a great
harbor between southern Europe and
Anatolia.

In considering the teachings of Plo
tinus, mystic philosopher of the third
century after Christ, it is, therefore,
necessary that we go back at least one
thousand years before his time. There
we shall discover the roots of his great
thoughts, thoughts which at least he
gave voice to in his time.
In the history of the ancient Greeks,
we find that interests were not centered
alone in the peninsula. Their interests
were also distributed along the coasts
and in the numerous islands of the
Aegean Sea. These islands and the
coasts, in fact, form Hellas proper. It
was only after the zenith of the Greek
civilization—when it was, actually, in
its decline—that the people turned in
land and the interior of the peninsula
became prominent. I would suggest that
you turn to your atlas and look at the
Mediterranean region or, if you have a
history map, look at one that indicates
the Hellenic World. Look at the East
ern end of the Mediterranean. It was
along there that civilization emerged
from barbarism, that is, a civilization
comparable to the one we know today,
with such institutions as marriage,
schools, system of taxation, et cetera.
The first great civilizations sprang up
in the twin valleys, namely, the Nile
valley and that of the Tigris-Euphrates.
Finally, civilization came to the region
of the Aegean Sea. The Eastern end of
in d iv id u a l In d ep en den ce
the Mediterranean was particularly
kind to civilization. We find many con The people of Greece, or rather of the
ditions conducive to it, particularly the Hellenic world, lived mainly on the
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islands of the Aegean Sea and along to retreat into the security of the moun
the coast. The coasts formed a narrow tain fastnesses behind them. Thus the
plain. Directly behind the people were individual acquired courage. He ac
ranges of rugged mountains, silhouetted quired love of life and a desire to per
against the sky. All of these factors con sonally accomplish something. Since
tributed greatly to influencing the char these communities were so separated,
acter of the ancient Greeks. Large each city had its own separate culture,
populated areas were not possible. The its own customs and traditions which it
plains or shores of the islands were too cherished and perpetuated. Although
small. The fringe of coast land on the some of the cities were, from the stand
peninsula was not great enough to hold point of distance, comparatively close,
a large populace. The towns were, con being only a few miles apart, their cus
sequently, very small, being separated toms were unaffected by each other.
from each other by water or by moun We find an excellent example of this in
tain ranges. This made each of these the case of Athens and Sparta. One had
little communities very self-sufficient. culture and learning as its ideal and the
They had to make, grow or develop, all other had military prowess and might
the things which they needed. As a as its end.
result, the individual became independ Since it was difficult to develop the
ent. Such circumstances encouraged in interior of the many islands of the
dividuality, resourcefulness. One either Aegean and the peninsula itself, the
made what he needed or he did without Greeks eventually built a large navy.
it.
That encouraged trade with distant peo
It was not necessary to depend upon ple—that is, distant for the times—such
rulers, to wait for kings to begin con as the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, the
quests of neighboring nations, to rape Syrians, and Babylonians. Establishing
those nations and pilfer their supplies a navy and journeying to distant lands
and resources. People met collectively, and meeting people with entirely for
discussed their needs and went about eign customs and speech, with strange
satisfying them. The Greek mainland methods of living, required an open
was not very fertile. The ancient mind on the part of the Greeks. They
Greeks raised mostly sheep, flax, and had to be willing to accept different
olives. The foothills were stony with a customs, meet people on their own
thin covering of soil. There was little ground, and these factors created in the
or no timber, and the great mountains ancient Greeks an attitude of tolerance
were almost inaccessible and practically and broadmindedness.
devoid of metals with the exception of
S p a n o f I m a g i n a ti o n
iron. However, the climate of ancient
Greece, as is also true today, was con The great mountain ranges, like a
ducive to the growing of flowers. Flow wall behind the Greek community,
ers were very prolific on the peninsula. stimulated the imagination of the peo
This, of course, attracted bees and re ple. In our mind’s eye we can see the
sulted in the production of a very ex Greek citizen turning and looking at
cellent honey which was exported in the rugged silhouette of the mountains
antiquit}' and is still looked upon today behind his city on the coast, wondering
as the most delectable of all honeys. what terrain lay beyond, what people
The people of these islands of the may exist there, what strange happen
Aegean and of the coast had little inter ings may be going on behind that wall
course with their neighbors, even of rock. Then, again, as he would look
though some of the islands are actually at the snow-capped peaks, some of them
so close that they can be reached by a disappearing into the clouds, he could
good swimmer. Whatever battles had not help thinking, as his imagination
to be fought were individual. The was stimulated, that those peaks might
Greeks developed skill in personal com reach up into another world where peo
bat. Since there were no large com ple lived as did he and his fellow citi
munities, there was no need for a large zens. Perhaps, because they were above
army. If an opposing force was too his world, they might be more powerful
great for the warriors of the little com beings and see things which he perhaps
munity, it was only necessary for them could not see. This stimulatioii of the
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imagination engendered by the moun
tainous region of his homeland caused
the Greek to develop a mythology. Out
of that, in turn, came abstraction and
the rise of philosophy.
The ancient Greek travelers or mem
bers of the trade expeditions brought
back many interesting things to their
island and coast homes from the dis
tant lands of Egypt and Babylonia.
There were not only material products
but points of knowledge. They brought
back with them the elements of such
sciences as arithmetic, geometry, and
astronomy. The active intelligence of
the Greeks quickly fastened on these
ideas and, equally as rapidly, advanced
them. During the seventh century, the
Greeks were rapidly tiring of theogony.
Theogony is the technical name for the
religious concept that there is a family
of gods. To the Greeks it seemed that
the gods were immortals, but with an
thropomorphic characteristics, such as
the figures of humans and the charac
ter of humans with all their virtues and
vices, and with all the strength and
weakness of mortals. They loved, they
fought, they were jealous, they were
brilliant, they were degenerate. Conse
quently, the Greeks tried to explain
man’s nature and even the cosmological
origin of the universe through theogony.
Each god or combination of gods in
the family were said to have created
the different manifestations of nature.
This conception, fantastic and appeal
ing to a primitive mind or to a barba
rous mentality, was beginning to wane
in popularity. The individual Greek
was now displaying a sincere desire to
know something personally of the mys
teries of life, to delve into them by
means of his intellect, and to be able to
probe the meaning of birth, life and
death. He desired to have his intel
lectual curiosity satisfied, as well as to
have such emotions as fear, awe, and
ecstasy satisfied, by the mythology of
theogony.

M y s t e r y S c h o o ls E s t a b li s h e d

It was during this time that the mys
tery schools were beginning to appear
and make themselves definitely felt in
ancient Greece. “Mystery” was a name
assigned by the ancients to any sort of
esoteric wisdom, to any wisdom that
was different from the common knowl
edge of the day. A wisdom which
sought to explain the origin of the uni
verse, the purpose of human existence,
was termed a “mystery.” The myster
ies were only imparted to those indi
viduals who were prepared to receive
them, who had shown a desire for
knowledge, had led a chaste life, and
whose object in receiving such knowl
edge was acceptable. It was held, too,
that he who had such knowledge, as
was included in the mysteries, imparted
to him, would find that a tremendous
power of accomplishment accompanied
the knowledge. With such knowledge
and the consequent power, the individ
ual’s life was transformed.
Initiatory rites were the special
method of imparting the wisdom or the
mysteries. The initiations were intend
ed not merely to give the individual a
number of facts or points or informa
tion, terms and words, but also to pro
duce a corresponding psychic effect
upon the inner self of the individual.
For every intellectual comprehension,
there would be an emotional response,
a concomitant development of the two
selves. The individual must come to
feel what he knows. In other words, it
is not sufficient merely to see a vista but
one must respond to a vista as well.
When we stand upon the beach and
look out across the sea, which seems to
disappear into infinity, to gaze upon the
glowing sunset, the beauty of that ex
perience is not just in what is visually
perceivable, but also in what we feel
as a result of what we see. So a true
initiation is what we feel as well as
what we know.
(To be continued.)

To insure your being “with us,” we suggest that you mark upon your calendar the
date for the next special Hierarchy Meditation Period in which the Imperators of
America and Europe will participate. Pacific standard time is indicated.
Those who have attained to the Hierarchy understand the purpose and importance
of this attunement, and will report to the Imperator. Kindly indicate degree and key
number. The schedule is: July 14, 8:00 p.m.
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The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the
most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the
Rosicrucian fraternity. It is a focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and inner
awakening. Various periods of the day are set aside when many thousands
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with
the Cathedral at the time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well
as those who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who
are not members if they address their requests for this book to Friar S. P. C.,
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage
stamps. (Please state whether member or not— this is important.)

CROSSROADS OF MIND AN D MATTER
crossroads of mind and concept of mind and matter is usually
matter are found in man used in the argument that one can af
more than in any other fect the other. The phrase particularly
form of life. Although refers to the power or influence that
life in any expression is mind may have over matter, and vari
an obvious indication of ous schools of thought or individuals
the evidence of mind and holding one idea or another may draw
matter operating in uni- conclusions based upon the premises
___________ ty, it is the particular which they themselves accept as the
manifestation of human intelligence validity of one or the other of these con
and action that, as far as we can con ditions.
The controversy concerning the status
ceive, brings to the highest form of
manifestation the operation of these two or place of mind and matter in the uni
forces at one point. Mind and matter verse resolves around the concept of
The
is a frequently repeated phrase, but man’s duality. Obviously man is dual;
fewr would deny that. We see evidence
Rosicrucian ^ke
such.it expressesandonlycombinations many
of words,
part of of material or matter in his body; we
Utgest
an jdgg Merely to refer to mind and see evidence also of forces, which, al
M ay
matter is to limit rather than to make though they have certain chemical ex
1949
an all-inclusive phrase. This common planations, do not completely explain
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the mental and life forces resident with is particularly true in more recent
in that material body. Therefore, if years. There was a time when labor
man is an example of the operation of dignified the human personality, but
two forces or two forms of energy, there more and more a tendency exists to con
is no use denying that both mind and sider labor and effort as something to be
matter exist and that, regardless of avoided rather than to assume a certain
whether we make an interpretation dignity. This late tendency is unfor
from the standpoint of the idealist or tunately not in accord with the creative
the materialist, the interdependence be scheme of the universe, because
throughout the manifestation of the uni
tween the two forces is obvious.
It has already been stated that to this verse of matter we find energy and
extent the phrase “mind and matter” force constantly being expended.
is true, but the explanation is incom Energy is as much a law of the Cos
plete at that point. In addition to mind mic as is the very existence of mind and
and matter, or between them, there is matter. Man sometimes directs his at
an intermediate point. This intermedi tention
not toward the necessary effort
ate position concerns the process or the to be expended
assist him to relate
bringing into manifestation the func the concepts of to
mind
and matter, but
tion and use of matter. The making of rather toward the discovery
of a secret
matter useful to mind is the phase of method or a magic key by which
can
the question sometimes forgotten. In accomplish material ends purelyhewith
ancient symbology and in the symbologv of the present-day Rosicrucians, his mind.
the triangle represents three points or Although no one will underestimate
three phases of most things with which the creative powers of the mind, the
man deals. In considering the question mind alone can accomplish very little.
of mind and matter, the symbology of It would be wronderful for some people
the triangle also applies. One point is if it were possible to hold in the mind
mind, one is matter, and the third is the secret formulas, magic use of words
relationship or application between the which would directly affect material
two. Each is of equal importance, and things, but the reality and the fact is
for that reason mind and matter alone that the magic of mind—the secret keys
of mental application—is in its creative
is an incomplete concept.
Wherever three things function or ability and the resultant potentialities
manifest, one cannot be considered of the material body to respond to the
more important than the other, just as creative urges of the mind. Great ac
it would be impossible to indicate which complishments, inventions, discoveries
of the three legs of a three-legged stool have had their origin, it is true, in the
was most important, insofar as the sup creative mind of man, but the effort and
port of the stool was concerned. The application on matter has been the
three phases of our environment, mind, process by which the ultimate manifes
matter, and their relation to each other tation, the physical world and the men
or their function, need careful consid tal world have been brought into being.
eration when our thought revolves Thomas Edison would never have pro
duced the phonograph or the electric
about this question.
Achievement and accomplishment in light by merely holding the idea in his
life is the result of the use of mind, mind.
matter, and effort. Effort, then, is the
Man’s mental, psychic, and physical
third point, if we continue the symbol development must follow this threefold
ogy of the triangle. Effort in this sense formula. He can create mentally, he
means physical exertion and infers can perform acts physically, but it is
knowledge. In this sense effort is a com the relation between the two that pro
bination of mind and body. It is the duces a desired and immediate use of
practical use of the matter with which any material thing. Would you go to a
we are most intimately associated, di field of wheat and demand a loaf of
rected by the content of the mind. Man bread? True, bread comes from wheat,
has a tendency to avoid this third point. but it comes through man’s creative
There is a tendency on the part of ability of knowing how to process that
many to avoid effort at any time. This wheat into flour, the flour into dough
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of proper consistency, and then by heat
to transform it into bread.
It is man’s lot to modify material to
influence environment, and to use the
total of material environment available
to him. His key is a creative power of
the mind applied through physical ef
V

fort to material things. His achieve
ment will be in proportion to the de
gree that he recognizes that the human
heing constitutes the crossroads of mind
and matter, and has the responsibility
and potentiality of tying them together
in constructive and worth-while mani
festation.
A

V

Religion Inborn

By E. R e y n e r
small, ancient man of end. The sturdiness of some plants
the hills, a reader of phi makes them thrive under adverse con
losophy, a singer, assay- ditions, that same sturdiness in some
er, chemist—one of that human beings makes the religion with
lonely legion we, in the in them come to full fruitfulness re
mining states, call pros gardless of circumstances.”
pectors—gave me this
sage then told me
picture of religion as we thatThistheself-evolved
great
majority
be
sat and talked until two ings must follow a courseofofhuman
guidance,
o’clock one morning:
the religion in them would
“Religion,” said the old man, “grows otherwise
die
from
the
of evil living in the
like a plant. It can be acquired by the same mannereffects
as
obnoxious
are
young only as the plant by means of its able to starve or kill a plant.weeds
We
are
innate desires acquires nourishment like plants that must be cultivated un
from the sun and the soil. It is the old,
we become aware of the essential
those who have followed life’s cycle to til
truths.
these have gathered mo
the end, that understandingly realize mentum,When
they
continue to grow by
religion and its nature.
themselves.
“In the wintertime of man’s life, the
a complete realization of
fruits of religion are gathered. In him, theHowever,
great truths comes only to the old
religion has grown a lifetime and has as the
fruit comes only to the mature
finally produced its fruit—the under plant, he
When an organism
standing of life, the appreciation of is done withinsisted.
living,
it
a symbol
eternity, and all that is a part of it. A of the whole processbecomes
of life. When
young person can depend only on faith meditation
on decades of ex
to point his way. He is interested in perience, theis based
of all good
living life, not thinking it. Time passes, things becomesuniversality
apparent.
Even
the
and he becomes gradually aware of universality of death one realizesin the
ever-repeating cycles. He does less ever-continuing life.
physical living and more thinking.
“You are young now and want
What once seemed of great importance,
now becomes only a small part of an mostly to live,” said the aged one, fix
eternal pattern. Living is almost fin ing his eyes thoughtfully upon me.
ished before one realizes the full pat “As you live the experiences of gen
tern,” the man explained as he re erations of men who have gone before
viewed his eighty-five years of experi you, the plant of true religion lives and
ence—and night stretched into morn- grows with you. Each day you do
few^er of the animal things and more of
ing.
“It is the very old who come truly to the spiritual. At long last you will be
The
the true significance of ex come old, and the eternal truths will
Rosicrucian comprehend
istence.
Just
as a plant may be shriv stand revealed to you. Now is the time
Digest
eled by sour soil and lack of water, so to start the growth of true religion
May
a life lived without concern as to the within you; later, the why and where
Maker’s pattern comes to a barren fore of it all wall become clear.”
1949
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SYNOPTIC HISTORY

(From The American Rosae Crucis)
Because of the many requests from Masters of Lodges and from members, for
various important dates connected with the establishment of the Order in this country,
the following outline is printed:
H. Spencer Lewis initiated in Europe, August, 1909.
The first meeting of formation of the Order in America held on the evening of
February 8, 1915, in New York City.
First semi-public meeting of men and women of New York to come together for
organization held on evening of March 3, 1915.
Second organization meeting for purpose of selecting executives and planning pro
gram of work took place on the evening of March 23, 1915, in New York City.
First formal secret session for the purpose of adopting the name and appointing
the Imperator and Councilors held on evening of April 1, 1915, when the first charter
of the organization in America was signed in New York City, forming the American
Supreme Council.
The first initiation of men and women into the Order, according to the established
rites, held on the evening of May 13, 1915, when sixty-one were initiated by the
officers.
Presentation of the Imperator’s jewel to him by the officers and members of the
Supreme Council and the Supreme Lodges, July 1915.
First charter to be granted by the Supreme Council to any branch lodge, was made
in the name of the Pennsylvania Grand Lodge in Pittsburgh on November 25, 1915.
First national headquarters established in the first American R. C. Temple building
in February, 1916.
First national convention of many lodges throughout America held in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, week of July 31 to August 4, 1917, when the National Constitution of
the Order was passed upon and adopted, paragraph by paragraph, by all delegates
and representatives.
The dates of important events from that time until the present would be too numer
ous to itemize here.
V

A
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ITALIAN GRAND MASTER PASSES
Frater Dunstano Cancellieri, Grand Master of Italy, passed through transition to a
Higher Initiation at 2:00 p.m . on March 8, in Rome, at the age of seventy-nine.
Struggling against great odds—first the restrictions of fascism, and then the political
and economic aftermath of the war—he organized the nucleus for re-establishing the
Rosicrucian Order in Italy. A man of great mystical discernment, and a scholar, he
labored long and with limited means to further his idealism, taxing his waning strength
and health. No one has ever displayed a more unselfish and more noble Rosicrucian
spirit than Dunstano Cancellieri—a true Grand Master. May he experience Peace
Profound!

TIME

By R o d m a n R . C la y s o n , Grand Master
PART ONE

the history of that a thing exists for a minute, an
philosophy, the nature of hour, a day, or a year, is to say that it
time has occupied the at has the duration of a minute, an hour,
tention of philosophers. a day, or a year. It is erroneous, how
This subject raises ques ever, to consider duration and existence
tions which are very dif as being identical in meaning. While
ficult to answer. How duration implies existence, the reverse
ever, with the acceptance is not true. Existence need not imply
of Albert Einstein’s theo duration. A continued existence, no
ry of relativity, scientists and philoso matter how short, is required for dura
phers have to a large extent reached an tion. Thus duration is defined as con
tinued existence.
agreement on this enigma of time.
Since time is measured in instants—
As an abstract thing, time is most
elusive and mysterious. We encounter seconds, minutes, and hours—it neces
it in everything we do and observe; yet, sarily involves the concept of continued
in our scrutiny, it seems to escape us, existence. Duration cannot be spoken
for what was the present is now the of without bringing in the concept of
past. Time may be thought of as a rela time. For instance, the duration of
tion between things, for our intellect God’s existence is termed eternity. To
requires that we conceive of things in His existence there seems to be no be
relation to time, that is, as succeeding ginning nor end, past or future. He
one another. Like the generally ac possesses being in infinite fullness,
cepted three dimensions of space, time without increase or decrease in an ever
is a universal condition, and is often lasting present. The duration of God’s
spoken of as the fourth dimension. existence is not concerned with the
Time and space are always found con measurements of time, for it is the
jointly. Anything that is affected 'by eternal present. To us the present cor
responds to every moment of time as it
time is also affected by space.
Bergson defines time as duration. He flows from the future to the present and
tells us that we belong to the stream of into the past. Perhaps, in a strict sense,
duration and that we can become con time applies to the duration of physical
scious of the pulsing of duration. Dura objects and awareness through con
tion has a close relationship to exist sciousness. It is from observation that
ence. We imply the idea of existence we have a concept of time. It is from
when we conceive of duration. To say conscious perception that we have
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awareness of our own body and other when Parmenides stated that that of
objects in their movements and chang which we are not conscious has no ex
ing states.
istence. Heraclitus asserted that there
Time is a notion common to all men is no permanence in anything and that
in all periods of history. Quite unlike change characterizes everything. Aris
space, time is not immobile or station totle and the scholastics who followed
ary. Continuously it moves onward. him maintained that time is not a real
The march of time is a well-known ity. They stated that the concept of
phrase in every language. If time is a time is based on movement and change
movement, it moves with an ever even in themselves and in other bodies. In
pace; nothing can stop, retard, or hasten sofar as actual movements and changes
occur in nature they
it. Its movement is un
are concerned with
changeable in prog
real time.
ress and speed. Seem
ingly to the contrary,
E picurus view ed
time as an entity in
we say that time flies,
existence independent
time drags, tim e is
of the mind. Descartes
short, and time is long.
looked upon it as a
But in the over-all as
mere mode of thought,
pect, time is viewed as
som ething that em
while Spinoza made it
B y Erwin W. E. W atermeyer,
braces within its capa
an attribute of his pan
M.A., F.R.C.
theistic
D ivine Sub
city universal move Director, AMORC
Technical Dept.
stance. It was main
ments and activities.
clean w ater, freed from
tained by Kant that
When we state that • Aallbsolutely
im purities by special m ethods,
time is a subjective, a
the world was created
freezes at a tem perature of ap
proxim ately zero degrees F ah ren 
priori
sense form of
in time, we conceive
heit instead of at th irty -tw o de
grees, according to investigations
internal
intuition an
time as some sort of
carried out by Dr. R. Sm ithtecedent
to
all experi
an e n tity preceding
Johannsen o f the General Electric
research laboratories. Even w hen
ence, which seems to
the creation of the
pow dered im purities w ere added
to th e w ater, its freezing point
make all things and
world. We also think
rose only to approxim ately tw enty
experiences appear as
of time as extending
degrees above zero F ahrenheit,
th u s casting doubt upon one im 
occurring in time. To
without limit into the
p o rtan t experim ental ‘‘fa ct’’ of
physics.
Kant, time was not an
future, irrespective of
objective attribute of
the existence of the • The
six th isotope of oxygen, of
m ass num ber 14, has been discov
things in themselves
world or its future. To
ered by D rs. Sherr, M uether, and
W hite, of P rinceton U niversity.
and, therefore, had no
time we seem to give
Its life span is only approxim ately
certain attributes of
reality
in nature. His
76 seconds, a fte r w hich it tra n s
form s into nitrogen. (O rdinary
view is reflected today
infinity; yet, on the
oxygen possesses a m ass num ber
of 16. Isotopes of m ass num bers
in the beliefs of phi
other hand, it is con
15, 17, 18, and 19 have already
losophers and scien
sidered to be finite,
been discovered.)
because the time may • A ccording to D r. F. L. W hipple, tists.
H arvard astronom er, fourteen new
Newrton identified
be one second, one
com ets w ere discovered du rin g the
hour, or one day. Some
time with the eternity
y e ar 1948.
of God. He stated:
classify time as being
of the past, present, and future. Still “Absolute time and mathematical time
the only time of which we are conscious of itself and from its own nature flows
is the present, because the future is not equably without regard to anything ex
ternal.” Leibniz, on the other hand,
yet and the past is no more.
said that there can be no time inde
A C h a lle n g e to T h o u g h t
pendent of events, for time is formed by
What, then, is this time which is so events and relations among them and
mysterious and contradictory? It will constitutes the universal order of suc
be noted that to a large extent the prop cession. Bergson maintains that there
erties of time parallel those of space; is no real duration of time except in
therefore, it is quite natural for phi our mental concepts. We obtain the
losophers to relate the nature of time to idea of time and succession by intro
space. Probably the first but unresolved ducing spatial relations within our
controversy arose in ancient Greece states of consciousness. In the physical
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world, time does not exist, for it is a
mental product, according to Bergson.
Alexander gives an unusual meaning
to space-time. He states that space-time
is the stuff of which matter and all
things are specifications. He said that
it is the basis of the evolution of the
universe. The stuff of the world, which
is space-time, is referred to as motion—
motion before matter has been gener
ated in it. Space-time, to Alexander,
does not exist; it is existence itself
taken as a whole.
Notably among those who follow the
school of Einstein, space-time is inter
preted, to a large measure, as being
more or less a mental construction im
posed on the universe; that is to say,
time cannot exist independent of the
mind. Time cannot be pure fiction of
the mind, however, as it has a founda
tion in reality, inasmuch as it is an ab
straction derived from actual move
ment and change in nature. Some think
ers state that if time were real it would
be in the nature of an entity existing
in itself and for itself; that is, it would
be a substance, and consequently finite
in nature. They say that time cannot
be a purely conceptual thing without
foundation in the realities of nature.

transition of a thing from one state of
being to another.
In a change three elements are re
quired. First, we have the starting
point; second, the transition or passage
from one to the other; and third, the
concluding point. The starting and
concluding points are hypothetical con
ditions of rest. The change consists of
the transition or passage between the
two points. The thing is at rest when
it is at the starting point. There it has
no movement, and there is no change.
When it has arrived at its goal, it is
again at rest. It is only during the
period when the thing passes from one
state to another that change or move
ment occurs. This, of course, is very
elementary. However, we know that
there is continuous change in some
things; in others there are alternations;
and in time there are qualities, quanti
ties, motions, and movements.
Scientifically all statements having a
bearing on time contain the inference
that time consists of progressive, suc
cessive movement. Actually we cannot
think of time without thinking of move
ment. This brings the thought that we
conceive time as being composed of
past, present, and future. The present
moves into the past as the future moves
into the present, moment after mo
T h r e e E le m e n ts
ment. This indicates constant change,
Time must be based on definite oc progression, succession, and movement.
currences of motion and changes which It is understood, then, that the stand
take place in and among physical and ards of measurement wThich wre apply
organic bodies. We experience such to time are all taken from movement.
movements and changes in our own
The fundamental units of time as we
being. We know our being is not know
them are measured by the day
static; it is dynamic. We actively and the year. Both are taken from the
change and develop. We move from motion of the earth in its orbit around
place to place. Our bodily and mental the sun, and from the earth’s rotation
states change from hour to hour. We on its own axis. Such units of measure
can no more deny these facts than we ment have been found to be the most
can doubt our own existence. These appropriate for the purpose of measur
realities are not instantaneous in char ing and marking off time in its forward
acter, but gradually successive and pro progress. But such measurements could
gressive. To us the element of time not be used if time itself did not consist
lies therein.
of movement or did not have its founda
But can we judge the nature of time tion in movement.
externally by what we find within our Time and movement, however, are
selves? Some philosophers postulate not identical. Time does not go any
that in order to understand the true place. The progression of time has
The
nature of time we must understand nothing to do with motion or with
Rosicrucian movement,
because the concept of time movement within itself. Time, though
Digest
presupposes the concept of movement associated with motion, cannot travel
May
and is therefoi~e derived from it. Move from place to place. It is not like the
ment means change. Change is the vibratory waves of light, the speeding
1949
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change as a standard. For instance, we
measure time by the movements of the
stars, of the earth, of clocks, et cetera.
In our comprehension of this subject,
time then consequently consists of the
succession of movements or changes.
However, since movements and changes
are conceived in time, time can be
movement only in the abstract and can
be considered as the receptacle of move
ment. Time which is viewed as the
abstract receptacle of all actual move
ment past, present, and future, seems
to be very real.
Because of our concept of time, we
feel that it is a movement which goes
on and on at a uniform rate without
break or gap. We feel that it is a spe
cies of duration having to do with con
tinued existence and, since time is con
sidered to be abstract movement, we
conceive it as being continuous in its
progress. From the occurrence of actual
movements, time is an abstraction made
by the mind. As such it is a mental
product, conveying to us the impres
sion that only the present action exists,
even though time is said to consist of
past, present, and future. However, it
must be construed that the present is
an indivisible instant; it has no meas
urable duration.
From time to time we shall refer to
the postulations of Einstein because of
their universal appeal to thinking
minds. According to Einstein, nature is
so constituted in its phenomena and
laws that it is impossible to demonstrate
the existence of absolute motion. He
feels that the Newtonian concept of ab
solute space and absolute time is mean
ingless, that they cannot be separated.
Time and space concepts must be re
cast and reconstructed to fit the condi
tions of relativity.
Although there are a large number
of different systems of space and time,
all are equivalent in value depending
upon the particular systems in which
they are found. Events, for instance,
are said to occur in time. Time here
involves the concepts of succession and
simultaneity. When events succeed each
other in time, the one is before and the
other is after. When they occur at the
M ea su rin g E te rn ity
same moment, they are said to be
To have a measurement of time it is simultaneous.
As seen from the present, past events
necessary to use some unit of motion or
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train, the revolving wheel, or the
swinging pendulum, which have to do
with movement. We often speak of
slow time or fast time with respect to
moving bodies. W hat we really mean
is the distance covered in a given time
and not the time itself. Hence time
and movement are not identical. There
must, however, be something in move
ment which is the essence of time, with
out which there could be no time.
Now, there is one thing that is com
mon to all types of movement. This is
succession, the before and the after of
movement. It is precisely this uniform
succession of movements with its char
acter of before and after which consti
tutes the essence of duration referred
to by Bergson which we designate by
the name time. If, then, the different
varieties and the different rates of mo
tion and change are removed from
movement, and if we remove mass
from the bodies which have movement
so that we retain in mind nothing but
abstract movement itself consisting of
uniform succession—whether real, pos
sible, or absolute—we then have time.
Within ourselves we feel that we
have an appreciation of the passing of
time, that it is related to all that we do
or think. We obtain knowledge of time
through the observation of movement or
the succession of changes. Time for us
consists of that by which we know it
and can measure it, for the essence of a
thing is known by its properties, and
its measure must correspond to the
thing measured.
We are aware of the passage of time
when we are conscious of movement,
but we are unconscious of the passing
of time when we are not conscious of
movement. If we observe the move
ments of the second and minute hands
on our watch, we are painfully con
scious of the progress of time, for it
seems to move very slowly. When we
are engrossed in thought or are asleep
or unconscious, so that motion escapes
our observation, we are unaware of the
minutes and hours, and then that which
we call time seems to have moved very
rapidly, although we had no awareness
of its passing.

have a fixed chronological order, and
future events will fall as they eventuate
from the present into the past. Regard
less of what happens, time is an everrolling stream which flows on and on,
and in this stream events have fixed lo
cations. It is postulated that space is
a three-dimensional continuum in
which all things are located and in
which all things change. Objects in
space must have the three dimensions
of length, width, and height, and also
that of time.
Minkowsky said that the three di
mensions have duration and movement;
therefore, they must have time. Dis
tances and lengths are fixed in time it
self. Our lives are lived in time, but at
great variance. Time as we live it with
V

all of life’s experience is independent of
space and it is the source of all of our
views as to the direction of time’s ar
row. As we have said, from one point
of view time means the succession of
events which overlap one another.
Space and time are nothing in them
selves; they are names for order of rela
tions of events.
In this connection philosophers for
hundreds of years have meditated upon
the curious statement made by St. Au
gustine: “If nothing went by there
would be no past time, and if nothing
•came there would be no future time.
The present, if it always remained the
present, would not be time—it would
be eternity.”
(To be continued.)
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THE LAND OF THE PAGODAS
(Continued from Page 127)
financial reverses. His wife had passed which are the musicians. There is then
through transition over a year before. a procession of the officiating Buddhist
He could not afford a funeral service priests up the stairway. They carry the
for her in accordance with the require sacerdotal regalia with them. The cas
ments of his caste, and so her body was ket itself is very ornate. It is made of
kept in a casket in a mortuary await expensive carved woods. Costly incense
ing the time when he would have ac is burned at this ceremony and fees
cumulated the minimum sum of one charged for all services rendered are
thousand United States dollars for the expensive. After this ceremony, the
proper funeral ceremony. In the mean cremation rites follow.
time, there was the expense of preserv
T h e O p iu m S c o u r g e
ing the body.
We wrere permitted, through the con Siam is afflicted with the opium
nections of this young man, to witness scourge.
innumerable addicts as
one of these ornate ceremonies. The have mostItofhas
the
of the Orient.
funeral shrine, where the casket is While we were incountries
Bangkok,
the govern
placed for the ceremony, was of white ment had adopted an optimistic
granite, austere in its massiveness. It year plan for the eradication, byfiveconsisted of a platform wdth a gradual grees, of the smoking of opium. de
stairway of four flights of stairs of seven present, opium smoking is permitted At
by
steps each. A stone peaked roof is sup licensing certain dens or establish
ported at each comer by four square ments. These, in theory at least, are
granite pillars. A red plush carpet subject to a periodic inspection. Of what
leads up the steps to the funeral bier. this
inspection consists we could not de
The casket is placed on a bronze sup termine.
we were told that
port and against it are banked large and there wereThough
one
hundred
dens in
ornate floral pieces. The relatives and Bangkok alone, there were such
also
an
aver
The . . friends
in turn must personally place age of five in the other sixty-nine prov
Rosicrucian their flower contributions against or inces. The closing of these dens, if it
Digest
near the casket.
does come to pass, is admittedly an
M ay
The spectators then retire to a low, altruistic step on the part of the govern
1949
roofed grandstand in one corner of ment. The closing will mean a sizeable
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ing, with their heads twisted in a way
that would seem a most uncomfortable
position. This was perhaps due to an
involuntary response of the muscles to
the stimuli which the nerves were re
ceiving. Their distorted facial expres
sions added to the nefarious setting.
There was an intermingling on our
part of the emotions of profound sym
pathy and revulsion for these human
derelicts.
Some of the men—they were mostly
young, being under thirty-five—were
fully conscious, even self-conscious.
They smiled sheepishly and turned
their faces from us. This caused us to
regret that we had intruded upon their
private vices and weaknesses. What was
strikingly pathetic was their emaciated
bodies. Their arms were as thin as
those of a small child. Their ribs were
prominent and their skin had a dry un
natural appearance. Some had their
eyes wide open, producing the effect of
a haunting stare.
The all-consuming craving of the
drug subordinates the natural desire for
food. The addict must be compelled to
eat or he will starve. Concomitant with
their desire for the drug is an intense
thirst. Attendants continuously bring
in small cups of tea for those who are
not wholly under the influence of the
drug.
In the small room at the entrance of
the corridor, the attendants are “cook
ing” the opium which resembles small
ball-like pills. These are placed in
pipes and the pipes are hung from
racks, awaiting those who can afford
the fees. It is asserted that after five in
dulgences in the drug one becomes a
confirmed addict.
Let us not forget that certain of the
white or Occidental nations encouraged
for years the smoking of opium in Ori
ental countries because of the profitable
returns it afforded and the political con
trol which it would make possible over
a shattered people.
(To be continued.)

financial loss to the government in
revenue derived from the importation of
opium.
We paid a visit to one of these li
censed opium dens to determine pre
vailing conditions. We were, in fact,
curious as to what kind of compromise
the governing licensing made with the
evils and horrors that must attend such
practices. This particular establishment
was located in obviously a slum district.
Gutters were filled with filth over which
droves of flies hovered. Stench assailed
our nostrils as we entered the cobbled
street. The houses on either side of the
narrow street were of a drab clapboard
type. They were not unlike the ones
seen in the old ghost towns of California
and other far-western states of America.
The shops were of the older bazaartype—dark alcoves in which were sus
pended from the ceilings the heterogen
eous collection of objects offered for
sale.
We stopped midway down the cob
bled street before two swinging half
doors reminiscent of the old saloons
prior to America’s prohibition era. We
had to push our way through a throng
of little Siamese street urchins who
were playing noisily before the en
trance of this depressing structure. Once
inside, we were in a semidark corridor.
We hesitated for a moment in order to
become accustomed to the darkness,
having entered from the bright glare of
the sunlight.
Walking a few steps ahead, we saw
that there were small rooms off each
side of the corridor. The partitions be
tween the rooms consisted of heavy
wire-mesh screens. Against these wire
screens were erected tiers of crude
bunks, three high. The inmates whom
we saw—there were some private rooms
not accessible—were all men. They
were naked except for a trunklike gar
ment. They assumed grotesque pos
tures while apparently under the in
fluence of the narcotic. Their arms and
legs were twisted into unnatural posi
tions. Some of them were half crouch
V
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Gear your Mind to Opportunity
By H e r b e r t G ay S isson

(Reprinted from Forbes. Issue of December 15, 1948)

ow often, on hearing of ply found the gadget interesting, but
some new product or Ritty began to toss its implications over
service that clicked in a in his mind constructively. Could the
big way, have you said same principle be adapted to making
to yourself: “What a a machine that would record cash sales
simple idea—why didn’t in a store—or a saloon? He cut his trip
short and returned home. And, with
I think of that?”
Well, you might have, his machinist brother, he concocted the
if you had given the mat first cash register.
Here’s another example of how gear
ter a little solid thought—if you had
made it a habit to do a bit of “oppor ing your mind to opportunity-thinking
tunity-thinking” each day, to keep on can pay off: In the late ’90s Cobum
Haskell, a retired businessman, took
the alert for practical ideas.
When old Ben Franklin was Ambas up golf to occupy his leisure time.
sador to France he was bothered about Along with most other players, he was
having to keep two kinds of glasses— dissatisfied with the lack of “bounce”
one for reading, the other for general in the gutta percha balls then in use.
use. But, unlike other men, who ac But Haskell was apparently the only
cepted this as one of the unavoidable one who did any serious thinking about
nuisances of advancing age, Franklin the matter. Chatting with a Goodrich
decided to do a little thinking about the Company executive one day, he sug
problem. Observing that he always gested that perhaps a solid rubber ball
looked downward when reading, but would be better.
“Too soft,” said his friend.
either straight in front or up when not,
Haskell thought a bit more and said:
he hit upon the simple idea of dividing
the lenses of his glasses by mounting “How about compressing it?”
“Rubber isn’t compressible,” was the
a far-sighted half above a near-sighted
half in each compartment. Result: Mil answer.
lions of people since have had the bene After pondering this awhile, Haskell
came back with: “If you’d take thin
fit of bifocals.
No mental giant was Jacob Ritty, an strips of rubber, stretched as tight as
Ohio saloon-keeper of the ’70s. Decid possible, and then wind them around a
ing to take a pleasure trip to Europe, small rubber core, couldn’t you make
his fun was marred somewhat by the a hard enough ball?”
That was worth trying, and Haskell’s
realization that his bartenders might
The
idea
was soon a reality. The new ball,
pocket
some
of
his
profits
in
his
ab
Rosicrucian sence. On a tour through the ship’s en capable
of adding a good many yards
Digest
gine room he was shown a gadget that to every golfer’s drive, was an impor
May
indicated the revolutions of the pro tant factor in the subsequent populari
peller shaft. The other passengers sim zation of the game.
1949
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In each of these three examples the
mental activity followed a definite pat
tern, from which we can arrive at a
formula for bringing opportunities
within our thinking range. First, each
man was dissatisfied with something—
one with his glasses, one with the re
cording methods in his business, the
third with a golf ball. Second, each
man thought about something that at
least offered possibilities of improve
ment. One saw possibilities in divided
lenses, another in a recording instru
ment, the third in a man’s hobby.
To gear your mind to opportunity,
think from a dissatisfaction to a possi
bility.
This type of thinking requires prac

tice, but you can practice it anywhere
in a store or a restaurant, an office, at
home or on the street—wherever you
can observe and think. Look for things
you don’t like and try to think of ways
to improve them, or look for things you
do like and think how you can apply
them to improve something you don’t
like.
In either case, you marry possibility-thoughts to dissatisfaction-thoughts.
And that’s how opportunity-ideas are
born.
Try it. You may not come up with
any million-dollar ideas, but many little
ideas, over the months, can add up to a
big volume of profit and satisfaction—
if you put them in action.

f

THE RESOURCES OF A.M.O.R.C.

i

Occasionally there are individuals with mercenary motives who claim that they
have, in some way, a financial interest in the assets of AMORC. Such claims must be
disabused. The Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, is a philosophical, fraternal organization,
The Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC, the corporate body of the Order, is a nonprofit
corporation. It holds in trust the properties of the Order for the perpetuation of the
objectives and ideals of the Order. None of such properties or funds are the possessions
of any individual or individuals and none of the revenues or incomes of the Order may
inure to the benefit of an individual. Every member should be familiar with the Constitution and Statutes of the Grand Lodge. In this Constitution, Article X, Section 30a
provides, as follows:
“None of the moneys of these funds deposited in the banks by the
Supreme Grand Lodge and its Roard of Directors shall inure to the benefit
of any member, officer or supreme executive of the Order, nor shall such
funds be held in trust for any lodge or group of lodges or chapters, or for
the general membership, or any individual member or officer, but exclusively for the maintenance and perpetuation of the ideals of the organization in accordance with the Constitution of the Supreme Grand Lodge.”
The recently publicized suit, wherein Mrs. Thor Kiimalehto, the plaintiff, who
brought the action, claims to have a financial interest in the assets of the organization,
is without any foundation, as every member of the Rosicrucian Order knows.
Although this is known to all members, we reiterate, as a point of information, that
the Supreme Grand Lodge of AMORC, popularly known as the Rosicrucian Order, is
recognized as a nonprofit corporation by the United States Government, the Dominion
of Canada, and various other governments under which it is chartered. The members
of the Roard of Directors and the officers of the AMORC have vigorously resisted,
throughout the years, attempts to extort money from the organization under one pre
text or another, and they will continue to do so.
The books and records of the organization are available at any time to any member
for inspection. These books and records are audited by public accountants, and their
statements are on file. We also have always invited every member attending our
International Conventions to volunteer to be part of the committee which examines all
)f the organization and determines that the provisions of the Constitution and
have been met.
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usic and dancing are as
fundamental to children
as light and air. Com
bined with a story, they
make a very complete
triangle. So Mr. Strawbridge d e c id e d som e
years ago, and his chil
dren’s productions have
become outstanding in the theatre
world. There have been many: “John
ny Appleseed,” “Daniel Boone,” “Chris
topher Columbus,” “Pinocchio”; “Bobinson Crusoe” is promised. The proof
of their continuing popularity is indi
cated by the fact that repeat perform
ances are always demanded—on the
average, seven.
On a recent Saturday afternoon,
“The Snow Maiden,” adapted by Vir
ginia Dorris and danced to Chopin’s
music, was given in San Jose. It held
an overflow audience of children—and
quite a few adults—delighted through
out.
Mr. Strawbridge was animation itself
and his eyes sparkled as he called his
work a contribution to right education
—filling the awrakening consciousness
with only the best. He sees his work
as a very rewarding way to put Rosicrucianism into practice. We thought
his success would interest you, for Frater Strawbridge has been a member of
the Order for many years.

might reread “Juvenile Delinquency?”
by the Director, Junior Order of Torch
Bears, in the March issue of the Rosi
crucian Digest.
V

A

V

“Time—Space—Mind” perpetually
intrigue the Neophyte, and make his
early studies both rewarding and full of
surprises. Oftentimes he is amazed to
find his thoughts following those of
Einstein. This is the way one Neophyte
expressed it: “There is no barrier be
tween one object or force and another.
The so-called ‘mental and optical illu
sion of time and space’ is overcome by
penetration—with projection of direct
force of a thought vibration—resulting
in the immediate ‘contact with an ob
ject’; in other words, before one can
project a thought vibration in any di
rection, there has to be a ‘mental pic
ture’ of its destination through the vis
ualization of a goal. Thus, the key to
attainment is first reached through the
mind; therefore, time and space have
been automatically eliminated without
physical effort.”—Mrs. E. H. B.
V

A

V

Dr. Albert Einstein has just cele
brated his seventieth birthday. His life
mission has been one of liberating
man’s thought from limiting views of
time and space. With true humility,
however, he remains modest in the face
V A V
of such accomplishment. He says: “My
“Out of some forty families I have own career was undoubtedly deter
been able to observe, I know hardly mined, not by my own will, but by
j'fie
four in which the parents do not act in various factors over which I have no
P . . such a way that nothing would be more control, primarily those mysterious
Kostcructan desirabie jfor the child than to escape glands in which nature prepares the
Digest
their influence.”
very essence of life, our internal secre
May
So wrote Andre Gide in his Journals. tions.”
Rosicrucians would agree as to the
1949
If you think his judgment severe, you
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value of the glands’ contribution, but glassful. Nor jump a mile—just a step
they would feel that the doctor errs in at a time.”
* * * * *
believing he can exercise no control
over them. They are daily proving it
to be otherwise through their Rosicru How the individual member may
contribute valuably to the good of his
cian studies.
lodge or chapter is indicated in the com
V A V
ments of a member in England. Lodge
chapter masters take notice: “In the
Bulletins from Lodges and Chapters and
Chapter
which I belong, half the
continue to indicate the value of group members toattend
because they want to
association— The Microcosm (Indian be grounded in Rosicrucian
principles.
apolis, Indiana, Chapter) gives two rea The others, because they would
sons: “In the last two months the at their viewpoints by comparison.enlarge
tendance of the Study Group has dou right and proper that each learn byIttheis
bled. Why? The first reason is that
best for him and a multiplicity
we are reading our monographs in a method
of
theories
discussed, questioned, mixed,
group and having very informal discus and reassembled
seem provocative
sions. The second reason is that mem and conducive to does
many
pleasant flashes
bers attending the Study Group have of wit, learning, and insight.
It is ob
told others of the advantage of meeting vious, though, that this method
can
together in order to understand the function only on the objective plane
monographs more fully.”
and the harmony and concord of sub
* * * * *
jective attunement seem sacrificed.
“The inner man feels the need of
From the Bulletin of the San Diego, ritual, symbolism, the chanting that
California, Chapter a Soror’s remarks
the sacredness of quiet. If it is
on “Discontent” are provocative: “Dis heals,
true
that
seek to bring to
content has ever been the pulse beat of the studentthetheteachings
technique
of stilling the
Progress. They who achieve, invent, or outer mind, raising his vibrations
and
conquer have known the gnawing of perfecting the conditions of contact with
discontent. A saturation in indolence
Fount of all knowledge, then the
never results in anything save, at the the
means
furthering such development
highest, the achievement of discontent. should for
be found in chapters and lodges,
And that creates the germ of Doing, too. Such groups, it would seem, must
Daring! . . .
provide both kinds of opportunities for
“Be discontented therefore, with your growth if all are to benefit from them.”
present lot. . . . Let your soul go straight
—A. S. L.
as an arrow toward your dreaming.
V A V
They who are discontented at the root
will strive and go far.”—Tanya South.
Among the meager personal effects of
* * * * *
Mahatma Gandhi were three very fa
miliar little figures that Gandhi called
From the Mystic Triangle (First his teachers: the monkeys “Speak No
Pennsylvania Lodge AMORC, Pitts Evil,” “See No Evil,” and “Hear No
burgh) a pungent paragraph by Frater Evil.” To one of our Sorors, these three
Eldon Nichols, Lodge Master during little figures suggest a fourth: “Think
the past year: “Life in a lump is too No Evil.” She writes:
“We may master our lips, eyes, and
much for any of us. . . . It’s a backbreaker. But one hour—we can stand ears (how many of us do?); but what
that—and that is all we have to stand. will it avail us if we do not master our
So let’s go through this hour doing the thoughts? We bring upon ourselves
best we can and not tackle the second grief, sorrow, pain, and discourage
hour until it comes to meet us. Every ment because in our thoughts we har
day is a new life. Every evening is a bor destructive impulses. Wre know how
Day of Judgment. Every morning is a to avoid negative thoughts, and we
resurrection. One day is all there is to know that our thoughts affect not only
it and that isn’t too much. We don’t others but ourselves also; yet, we send
have to drink up the ocean—just a out thoughts that if not positively hate
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ful are oftentimes unloving. When
they boomerang back to us, we feel the
hurt keenly. We moan, ‘W hy should
this happen to me?’ or like Job ‘the
thing that I greatly feared has come
upon me’; but we do not recognize that
these are our own thoughts returning
to us.
“Kind thoughts likewise return,
laden with a rare perfume. They are
as easily sent as the negative ones and
their homecoming brings joy and satis
faction instead of pain and regret.
“We may not be able to prevent cer
tain thoughts from entering conscious
ness, but we can decide the ones we
shall send forth and the ones that will
remain. In our minds, deeds are con
ceived W'hich wn'II later be born when
we least expect. Truly, ‘As a man
thinketh in his heart, so is he.’ ”
—K. W. J.
V

A

losophies are challenged. Negative at
titudes begin to rise to the surface like
slag. As distillation and calcination con
tinue, wrong concepts are dissipated
and the consciousness prepares for re
birth.”
—M. G.
V

V

Responses to “ Fell Me Your Story”
(see March issue) are coming in with
each mail delivery . . . from end to end
of the continent . . . and from across the
oceans. The Editor wishes to inform
the contributors that she appreciates
this promptness. The returns are prom
ising for worthwhile reading. Just as
was hoped for, most of the responses
are not merely a series of words; they
are alive with warmth and enthusiasm.
No worry as to how to say it . . . the
emotion behind the thought (the feel
ing which was created wrhen the inci
dent happened) helps select the right
word.
Since publication procedure is always
a process requiring time, the contribu
tors are asked to be patient. You under
stand, of course, that individual ac
knowledgments will not be made;
rather, the Editor will spend this time
in contemplating and relating these
various messages into one bond of uni
versal experience.
Remember that the incidents reported
must be true to fact and not be fiction.

V

With the 1949 Session of Rose-Croix
University not far off—undoubtedly
many even now have uncompleted
matriculation monographs on hand—
old and new students will be interested
in the following comment. It was writ
ten by an enrollee in last year’s ad
vanced Alchemy Class: “It seems to me
that R.C.U. is a great alchemical retort,
in which many distillations take place.
During the first week of distillation, old
concepts, old habits of living, old phi
V

A

A

V

CLASS INSTRUCTION AT ROSICRUCIAN PARK

The
Rosicrucian
Digest
May
1949

All members of the Rosicrucian Order are eligible to take part in actual class in
struction in the subjects offered by the Rose-Croix University at its 1949 term, from
July 25 to August 13. At this year’s term of the Rose-Croix University, there will be
courses offered in science, philosophy, psychology, art, and music, as well as special
lectures by officials of the organization on the application or the relation to the Rosi
crucian teachings of the subjects being taught. Elective courses will be available in other
fields of interest to all Rosicrucians. The faculty of the Rose-Croix University will be
composed of Rosicrucian members, some of whom are instructors during the rest of the
year in other colleges and educational institutions. They will be well qualified to pre
sent their subject matter.
To participate in these classes you should write now for a copy of The Story of
Learning, which describes the courses to be offered. Full information will be forwarded
with this booklet to explain how you can participate in these special studies. Address
your request to: The Registrar of the Rose-Croix University, Rosicrucian Park, San
Jose, California.
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By H a r r ie t R u t h B a ld w in , F.R.C.
educators
Hpossibilities
overlooked the
of comic
ave

the villain is a com
monly respected type
of citizen for whom a
p a rtic u la r class or
type of individual re
serves a special dislike.
A c c o rd in g to D r.
Sones, the frustration
of the villain serves to
give the “hate art”
readers v ic a r io u s
pleasure.
In the “strictly for
adults” classification,
are listed a limited
n u m b e r of comics
which appeal either di
rectly to adult minds,
or use a broad brush
in daubing the strips’
continuity with social
satire.
An adult who regularly reads none
but the adventure and danger strips is
often a man or woman who nurses a
feeling of persecution, or a grudge
against a superior, or perhaps simply
dissatisfaction with the existing social
order.

books as an education
al medium? To what
extent do certain com
ics contribute to juve
n ile delinquency?
What is being done
about it, and what can
you do?
These questions are
pertinent and related,
in view of the recent
epidemic of news stor
ies on juvenile delin
quency wherein crime
comics wrere named as
a contributing factor.
The comic maga
zines, many of which
long ago forsook com
edy for adventure, love, and satire, are
said to have a circulation of 50,000,000
copies per month with boys and girls as
their principal readers. Certainly this
constitutes an influential medium wor
thy of earnest consideration.
Psychiatrists have offered various
viewpoints on the problem.
M o r e O b s e r v a t io n s
Dr. Warren W. Sones, Professor of
Education at the University of Pitts At the 1948 session of the Rose-Croix
burgh, often quoted as an authority, is University, as an experiment, the stu
among those who believe that comics dents in the Creative Writing class
have possibilities as an educational were required to read comic strips and
medium, and, also, that comic strip then to write their reactions, observa
preference offers a reliable means of tions, likes, and dislikes.
testing personality.
These observations, in nearly every
For instance, the reader who fights instance, gave a definite clue to a per
for each installment of high adventure, sonality trait of the observer. One stu
mass homicide, glamor, and love comics dent, commenting on three entirely dif
is an “ego enhancement” type—a per ferent types of “strips,” observed in
son who nurses ambitions for heroism, every instance the one element of “try
swashbuckling adventure, and glamor. ing to get something for nothing” or
Readers who follow the “domestic” “trying to take away something that
comic strips usually are members of rightfully belonged to someone else.”
happy families.
Four identical strips given to four
The strips Dr. Sones refers to as different students resulted in widely
“hate art” include those in which the divergent observations, indicating the
unscrupulous villain is foiled. Often influence of the individual personalities
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and their background of particular and formed before he even can read—are
definite causes. It was a domestic strip, either misapplied or misunderstood
and one student felt that the father was Freud.”
martyred by the demands of the wife
It is Dr. W ertham’s belief that the
and daughter; another thought it was comics deliberately attempt to arouse
the child who was abused; a third, that semi-sadistic fantasies in young chil
the mother was overworked; the fourth dren. “Certainly we cannot forbid
observed detachedly “shows disintegra children to read comics,” he admits.
tion of the family.” This experiment “But it is elementary child hygiene to
by adults, of course, was limited to the prevent their taking possession of chil
viewpoint of the adult. There was no dren’s minds as they have been allowed
follow-up as to the background reasons to do.”
for their decisions. However, one must To prove his accusations, Dr. Wer
bear in mind that to reach the child, tham from his records as active psychia
one must first understand the parent. trist has outlined case after case of
If we consider that the personality
delinquency where comic
pattern is usually set in the first three juvenile
books
were
responsible both as a stimu
years of a child’s life, it is evident that lus and as having
by the time he is old enough to read for procedure. provided the method
he has already acquired certain tenden Dr. W ertham’s findings and beliefs
cies, for good or ill. It is obvious, then,
received wide publication in news
that although comics might be an added have
papers
and national magazines, such as
stimulus, they cannot be cited as the
Christian Science Monitor, This
original one; however, their influence The
Week Magazine, Reader’s Digest,
cannot be minimized.
Intelligencer, Tomorrow, Col
Dr. Frederic Wertham, senior psy Friends
lier’s,
The
Saturday Review of Litera
chiatrist of the New York City Depart
ment of Hospitals, who has been pub ture, and others.
licly focusing attention to the comic
C r im e a n d itn T e c h n iq u e
book as a crime stimulant for children, However, to get at the very roots of
offers the following viewpoint:
problem viewpoints from more
In the Science Digest of April, 1948, every
than
one
must be considered, and
Dr. Wertham states: “Comic books are again we angle
come
the parent. In spe
definitely harmful to impressionable cific instances ofto juvenile
delinquency
people—and most young people are im in which comics were a contributing
pressionable. They interfere with nor factor, psychiatrists have found that
mal sexual development, make violence the
basic problem was that of unsatis
alluring, and take away the dignity of factory
parent-child relationship and
women by making them appear as that comics
played only a secondary
necessarily seductive as objects to be role.
fought over by villain and hero.
Five boys, ranging from eleven to
“In almost every comic-magazine thirteen
of age. formed a gang,
plot the girl is bound, gagged, about to committedyears
eight burglaries spaced over
be tortured, sold as a slave, chained, several months,
and, still undetected,
whipped, choked or thrown to wild culminated these exploits
by firing three
animals.
bullets
into
the
back
of
a
man they had
“These situations are developed on
as a hold-up victim. The vic
one page after another, showing young selected
though critically wounded, recov
girls, with their prominent secondary tim,
sex characteristics, dashing around half ered.
nude. At the last moment the heroine One of the boys confessed to a school
is rescued—but only after the reader teacher benefactor. The boys were held
has seen the suggestive and shapely love in custody for six weeks while psychia
trists delved for the answers.
object abused in some way.
The
one of these children belonged
“The
often-heard
contentions
that
Rosicrucian comics provide an aggressive outlet for to Only
the
depressed
economic group but
Digest
children’s natural tendencies and have the case histories of all five revealed
May
cathartic value—and that the sex-be- similar patterns. All were neglected in
havior characteristics of a child are love and esteem by one of the parents,
1949
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or by both. This resulted in maladjust
ment, a feeling of basic insecurity and
inferiority. Their “crimes” were efforts
to compensate for these disabilities—to
acquire a status of importance.
Their favorite entertainment con
sisted of gangster movies, radio serials,
and the reading of crime comic-books
and pulp magazines. It was from these
sources that they learned the techniques
with which they committed their skil
ful robberies.

C o n s t r u c ti v e A c t iv it i e s

It is also encouraging that the most
universally popular comic strip is
“Blondie” which, with humor and af
fection, depicts a wholesome, happy
family life. This “strip” is translated
into several languages and its author is
one of the highest paid cartoonists in
the field.
Artists and writers who are interested
in education will do well to study the
comic strip market. This is a lucrative
S ix - P o in t C o d e
field as well as an opportune one. Truth
The expectations and predictions that has a natural drama of its own which
comics will be used more constructively may be ingeniously presented through
in the future have received an encour the comic strip medium—if publishers
aging endorsement from the publishers are cooperative.
Also there are practical and immedi
themselves. They have organized the
“Association of Comics Magazine Pub ate ways for parents to combat any
lishers” and adopted the following six- appeal of the comics which they may
point code. From the wording of this consider undesirable. It is unwise and
code, there is no doubt that the pressure useless to prohibit the reading of the
of incriminating evidence has been a dissapproved strip. The solution is to
factor in its formulation. It is up to present something better and allow the
parents, teachers, and all those who child to develop discrimination: see that
have the welfare of humanity in mind he has access to dramatic and entertain
to be watchful and use their influence ing literature.
whenever violations of this code may
The avidity with which the majority
come to their notice.
of children devour the comics indicates
1. Ciime should not be presented in the “tell me a story” hunger. The
such a way as to throw sympathy “Story Hour” for young children is an
against law and justice or to inspire obvious need. It should be a regular
others with the desire for imitation. No event and the children should be al
comics shall show the details and meth lowed to participate. The older ones
ods of a crime committed by a youth. may be enlisted as narrators and may
Policemen, judges, government officials, be encouraged to write stories for the
and respected institutions should not be younger. The youngest tot should also
portrayed as stupid or ineffective, or have his chance to tell a story.
represented in such a way as to weaken
The story hour should be varied, and
respect for established authority.
of
may comprise only ten or fif
2. No scenes of sadistic torture teencourse
minutes
depending on the age of
should be shown.
the
child.
Record
albums may be used,
3. Sexy, wanton comics should not the singing of a song,
out”
be published. No drawing should show of a story; all are aidstheto “acting
interest
a female indecently or unduly exposed variety, and all can be made a partand
of
and in no event more nude than in a the home atmosphere.
bathing suit commonly worn in the
Group participation cannot be over
United States.
4. Vulgar and obscene language done. The narrator may pause at an
should never be used. Slang should be exciting place in the narrative and ask
kept at a minimum and used only when such questions as “Now what would
you do if you were little Saranga?
essential to the story.
hat do you think will happen next?
5. Divorce should not be treated W
hat would you like to happen?
humorously nor represented as glamor W
W hy?” In this manner all may partici
ous or alluring.
6. Ridicule or attack on any reli pate and an outlet for creative imagina
gious or racial group is never permis tion is provided.
The parents who establish a satisfac
sible.
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cue for the crusaders. Where are the
talented men and women who will
bring this prediction to fruition? Who
will adequately and intelligently util
ize, in the writing of textbooks, the
graphic and alluring technique of the
comic strip—the illustrative action-picture combined with words? Herein is
offered a challenge to the talent of
every sincere worker.

tory relationship between themselves
and their children, and who see that the
child’s desire for dramatic literature is
adequately satisfied, have little to fear
from the influence of the so-called
comics.
There are many who share in the
belief that the comics have begun to
progress toward usage that is more con
structive. This is certainly a worthy
V

A

V

Life versus Death
By A. H. d e M a r ic h

(A Rosicrucian European Exile in Germany)

I

w a s a day in Spring.
The sun gave us her gold
en gift—while a world
war raged at the fron
tiers. Very tired from
the duties of my painful
office—I was chief in
spector of police at the
time—I reported at head
quarters to receive a list of places to
visit as my duty. There were two thea
tres, a concert, a cabaret, and a dance
registered for me. This dance, which I
inspected last, was organized as a fare
well entertainment for the soldiers go
ing to the front.
When I entered the hall, where the
dance was in progress, I could not at
first see anything; clouds of smoke
veiled the lights. Five orchestras were
playing successively and alternately so
that there would be no interruption.
Chairs and tables were moved to the
wall and the middle space was used for
the dancers. The atmosphere of the
place reeked with the smell of perspira
tion, smoke, drinks, body odors, soap,
and cheap perfume. The dance seemed
like an infernal mixture not of men
and women, but only of bodies swing
ing together. In the eyes one could read
the convulsive wish to live and love for
The
a few hours. There were mingled
Rosicrucian beastly
instincts, longings and impulses,
Digest
and always the unanswerable question:
May
What will the morning bring? Death
grinned from their eyes. It knew it
1949
t

would be victorious. With horror I left
the diabolical spectacle and fled out
doors.
My heart and soul were depressed. It
was already night as I hurried along,
farther and farther, without plan. Pal
aces, bridges, houses, and squares went
past. Finally, very weary, I arrived in
a park which was unknown and unfa
miliar to me. Because of the darkness,
I could not find a bench, so I lay on the
grass, my head finding support on a
little mound.
When I awoke, I saw the azure blue
sky above. Round me were many flow
ers in all colors, welcoming their flying
sisters, the gay butterflies. The trees
were in spring dress and in their foliage
a magnificent choir of little birds was
singing hymns to the spring. The air
was full of life and love and the ground
—I was in an old churchyard and was
lying on a tomb. The tombstones were
not marks of the past but only a pic
turesque stage of natural harmony. The
names of the persons buried there were
illegible. The powerful roots of trees
had thrown many of the stones out of
place and the grass had covered all
with an artistic carpet. The churchyard
was very old but the life therein was
new and fresh. Only death had died
there. The eternal life was victorious.
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SYMBOL OF BELIEF
This ornate W at (Temple) in Siam is consecrated to the religio-philosophy of Buddhism. It seeks to combine
the qualities of physical beauty with the beauty of spiritual truths. On each of the pavilions in the lower ter
race are images of Buddha representing the four important episodes in his life. Rows of “Heavenly Birds”—
half human and half bird—depict the gradual ascent of the consciousness of the devout.
(Photo by AMORC Camera Expedition)

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE

m

i

tlier . . .Where . . .Whence?

I ' k o m WHKNC'h arises the idea of self, of immortality, ol everlasting life.'' ( an we prove
by logic tli.it life continues alter death? O r is the concept but a loible ol m a n k in d /
I lave you ever stood in solitude upon the brink ol a yawning <liasm. a deep canyon, in
the dead of n ig ht/ I )o you realize that each hour ol your life yon stand upon the brink
of just such a chasm . . . the chasm ol eternity/ Is the span ol your lile suspended be
tween a vast mystery preceding your birth and a great mystery still to co m e/ Are you
satisfied to endure years ol conscious life in ignorance ol the purpose ol lile . . . the end
toward which life is moving? II these subjects appeal to you, rl they present a challenge
l<> your thinking, then one ol the lollowing series of discourses w ill particularly interest
you. I hey are profound in thought, but simply and forcefully written. Do not miss
reading them.

For Only

75c
Monthly

You Receive Two
Large Discourses
Every Month

i f o

i n : i t s

No. 3. The Faiths of the World
No. 15. Life's Mysteries
No. 17. Life Everlasting
I wo discourses will he sent you every month lor only 75 cents,
'tou may subscribe lor only one month or for as many months
as you please until one or all o I the courses are completed.
W h e n ordering, please (live num ber as well as the name ol the
( nurse (or courses) you select. Sen d your order to the address
below.
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T H E P U R P O S E OF

THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER

M em ber of
“ PUDOSI”
(Federation Universelle des
Ord res et
Societes
Inltiatiques)

The Rosicrucian O rder, existin g i.n all civilized lands, is a nonsectarian
fraternal body of men and women devoted to the investigation, study, and
practical application of natural and spiritual laws. The purpose of the o r
ganization is to enable all to live in harm ony w ith the creative, constructive
Cosmic forces for the attainm en t of health, happiness, and peace. The O rder
is internationally known as ‘'AMORC" (an abbreviation), and the AMORC
in Am erica and all o th er lands constitutes the only form of Rosicrucian
activities united in one body for a representation in the international fed
eration. The AMORC does not sell its teachings. It gives them freely to
affiliated m em bers together w ith m any other benefits. F o r com plete infor
m ation about the benefits and advantages of R osicrucian association w rite
a letter to the address below, and ask for the free book The M astery of
Life. A ddress Scribe S. P. C.. in care of
AMORC TEMPLE
Rosicrucian Park, San .lose, California, I'.S.A.
(Cable Address: “AMORCO")

Supreme Executive for the Jurisdiction of North, Central, and South America, Australasia, and Africa
Ralph M. Lewis, F.K.C.—Imperator

DIRECTORY

PRINCIPAL AMKRICAN BRANCHES OF THE A.M.O.R.C.
The following are the principal chartered R osicrucian Lodges and C hapters in the United States, its
territo ries and possessions. The nam es and addresses of o th er Am erican B ranches will be given upon
w ritten request.
ILLINOIS
CALIFORNIA
Chicago :*
Long Beach:*
N efertiii Lodge. 2539 N. Kedzie Ave., Te). E ver
Abdiel Lodge, 2155 A tlantic Ave. Rex B. Barr.
glade 4-8627. G eorge L. Ahlborn. M aster; Eileen
M aster; Ethyl I. Rom ans. Sec. Sessions every
Shirey, Sec. L ib rary open dailv. 1 to 5 p.m. and
F ri., 8 p.m.
7:30 to 10 p.m .; Sun., 2 to 5:30 p.m . only. Ses
sions every Tues. and T hurs., 8 p.m.
Los Angeles:*
H erm es Lodge, 1-18 N. G ram ercy Place, Tel. INDIANA
G Ladstone 1230. Ben F. Gename, M aster; M yrle
South Bend:
Newman, Sec. L ibrary open 2 p.m. to 5 p.m .:
South Bend C hapter. 207M- S. M ain St. Mrs.
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Review classes Mon. through
Irene Newsome. M aster; Amelia N yers, Sec.,
Fri. Sessions every Sun.. 3 p.m.
1031 W. Dubai 1 Ave. Sessions every Sun., 7 p.m.
Oakland :*
Indianapolis:
O akland Lodge, Office and L ib rary —610 16th St.,
Indianapolis Chapter, 2615'^ E. 30th SI. H arry
Tel. I lig a te 4-5996. L. E. B lanchard, M aster:
A.
M ilburn. M aster; O scar R. Small, Sec.. 849 E.
Helen D. Pappageorge. Sec. L ibrary open Mon.,
M orris St. Sessions every F ri.. 8:15 p.m.
W ed., Fri. afternoons: Mon., Tues., T hurs., Fri.
evenings. Sessions 1st and 3rd W ed., 8 p.m ., at MARYLAND
Sciots H all, 5117 E. 14tli St.
Baltimore :*
John O'Donnell Lodge. 100 W. S aratoga St.
P asadena:
Clifford
F. Van W arm er, M aster: Eugene W.
A khnaton C hapter, A ltadena Masonic Tem ple.
Spencer, Sec., 7 E. E ager St. Sessions 1st and
Geneva O. Beston. Sec. Sessions 2nd and 4th
3rd
W
ed.,
8:15 p.m.
Tues., 8 p.m .
MASSACHUSETTS
Sacram ento:
Boston :*
Clem ent B. LeB run C hapter. 2130 “L " St. P e te r
Johannes K elpius Lodge. 281 M arlboro St Felix
Josserand, M aster; M argaret S. Irw in, Sec. Ses
G regory, M aster; Carl G. Saudi,;, Sec. Sessions
sions 2nd and 4th W ed., 8 p.m.
every Sun. and W ed., 7:30 p.m.
San Diego:
MICHIGAN
San Diego C hapter. Sunset H all. 3911 K ansas St.
Detroit :*
Mrs. Vesta Dowell. M aster. 1036 Edgem ont, Tel.
Thebes Lodge. 616 W. Hancock Ave. E lias Syria.
F-4598: Mrs. Nell D. Johnson, Sec. Sessions 1st.
M aster. 1478 H anford. Lincoln P ark 25. M ich.;
2nd. and 4th T hurs., 8 p.m.
Inez M. O yster, Sec.. Tel. B edford 1180. Ses
sions every Tues., 8:15 p.m.
San Francisco:*
F rancis Bacon Lodge, 1957 C hestnut St.. Tel. MINNESOTA
TU-5-6340. H ans K ram er, M aster; Jessie H.
Minneapolis':
Robbins, Sec., Tel. PR-5-8526. Sessions for all
Essene Chapter, T raficante Accordion School
m em bers every Mon., 8 p.m ., for review classes
Aud.,
41 So. 8th St. Sylvan Severtsen, M aster;
phone secretary.
Delia Coose, Sec., 2016 Em erson Ave. So. Ses
sions 2nd and 4th Sun., 3 p.m.
COLORADO
Denver:
MISSOCRI
Denver C hapter, 1009 17th St. H ays L. L iving
St. Louis:*
ston. M aster: E. J. Lewis, Sec., 405 E. & C. Bklg.
Thutm ose Lodge, George W ashington H otel, 600
Sessions every F riday., 8 p.m.
N. K ingshighw ay Blvd. Roy L ester W alls, Mas
ter: E arl Tidrow . J r., Sec., 7918 K ingsbury
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Blvd., Clayton, Mo. Sessions every Tues., 8 p.m.
W ashington:
JERSEY
Thom as Jefferson C hapter, 1322 Verm ont Ave. NEW
N ew ark:
Prue Y arbrough, M aster; Mrs. M innie Pearl
H.
Spencer Lewis C hapter. 29 Jam es St. F. P.
Stough, Sec., 1437 R hode Island Ave., N.W .
V ander Meulen, M aster; Louis M. Spatz, Sec..
Sessions every F ri., 8 p.m.
128 C hestnut St., R utherford, N. J. Sessions
FLORIDA
every Mon., 8:30 p.m.
M iam i:
NEW YORK
Miami C hapter, Biscayne Tem ple, 120 N.W . 15th
Buffalo:
Ave. J. Coker A nderson, M aster; Florence M.
R am a C hapter, 225 D elaw are Ave., Room 9.
Francois, Sec., 2787 S.W. 33rd Ave. Sessions
H
ans H endrichs, M aster: Carolyn A. W ood. Sec.,
every Sun., 8 p.m.
23 Terrace. Sessions every W ed., 7:30 p.m.
tD irectory Continued on Next Page)

New York City:*
New York City Lodge. 250 W. 57th St. Michael
Kohanow, J r., M aster; Florence E. Grabow, Sec.
Sessions W ed., 8:15 p.m . and Sun., 3:00 p.m.
L ibrary open week days and Sun., 1 to 8 p.m.
Booker T. W ashington Chapter, 69 W. 125th St..
Room 63. Mrs. Alice E dw ards, M aster: David
W aldron, Sec., 1449 5th Ave. Sessions every
Sun., 8 p.m.
OHIO
C in c in n a ti:
C incinnati C hapter, 204 H azen Bldg., 9th and
Main St. V ada E. F isher, M aster: B ertha Ab
bott, Sec. Sessions every W ed. and F ri., 7:30 p.m.
D ayton:
E lbert H ubbard Chapter, 56 E ast 4th St. G ilbert
R. T itsch, M aster; M ary T urner, Sec.. 436 H olt
St. Sessions every W ed., 8 p.m.
T oledo:
Michael F arad ay C hapter, Roi Davis Bldg.. 3rd
FL, 905 Jefferson Ave. M rs. M arie A. Sanders,
M aster; Hazel Schram m . Sec., 1514 Freem an St.
Sessions every T hurs., 8:30 p.m.
OREGON
Portland :•
P ortland Rose Lodge, 2712 S. E. Salmon. Floyd
K. R iley, M aster; D orothy Hall, Sec. Sessions
every W ed., 8 p.m. and Sun., 7 p.m.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia:*
Benjam in F ranklin Lodge, 1303 G irard Ave.
R udolph J. K lug, M aster; F red A. Thom as, Sec.,
2706 W. A llegheny Ave. Sessions every Sun.,
7:30 p.m . Tem ple and library open T ues., T hurs.,
7-10 p.m.
Pittsburgh :•
The F irst P ennsylvania Lodge, 615 W. Diam ond
St., N orth Side. Eldon Nichols, M aster; Amelia
M. Kom arc, Sec. Sessions W ed. and Sun., 8 p.m.

TEXAS
D allas:
Lone S tar C hapter, M ercantile Bank A uditorium .
Mrs. H elen D. Goad, M aster; L. T. Cam eron,
Sec. Sessions 1st Tues. and 3rd W ed., 8 p.m.
El Paso:
El A m arna C hapter, 519 N orth S anta Fe. L aw 
rence Franco, M aster, 4101 Alam eda Ave.; Mrs.
Obaldo G arcia, Sec. Sessions 1st and 3rd Sun.,
2 p.m .
Fort W orth:
F o rt W orth C hapter. 512 W. 4th St. Moses M.
Alfrey, M aster; M arjorie P. Doty, Sec. Sessions
every F ri., 8 p.m.
H ouston:
H ouston C hapter, 1320 R usk Ave. W. C. P utney.
M aster: Alyce M. La Rue. Sec., 2010 Leeland
Ave. Sessions every F ri., 7:31) p.m .
I TAH
Salt Lake C ity:
Salt L ake City C hapter, 211 H opper Bldg., 23
E. 1st South. Stanley F. L eonard, M aster; D oug
las B urgess, Sec., 866 S. 8th W . Sessions every
T hurs., 8:15 p.m . L ib rary open daily except
Sun., 10 a.m . to 7 p.m.
WASHINGTON
Seattle:*
Michael M aier Lodge, W intonia Hotel. 1431 Minor.
H. F. Mack, M aster; E. M. S hanafelt. Sec. Ses
sions every F ri., 8 p.m. L ib rary open Tues.,
T hurs., Sat., 1-4 p.m .; W ed. and F ri., 7-9 p.m.
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee:
K arnak C hapter, 3431 W. Lisbon Ave.. Room 8.
C. W. Sclimid. M aster; M arilyn Buben. Sec.
Sessions every Mon., 8:15 p.m.

Principal Canadian Branches and Foreign Jurisdictions

The addresses of other foreign G rand Lodges, or the nam es and addresses of th eir representatives, will
be given upon request.
AUSTRALIA
ENGLAND
The AMORC G rand Lodge of G reat B ritain.
Sydney, N.S.W .:
R aym und A ndrea, F.R .C ., Gr. M aster, 34 BaysSydney C hapter, I.O .O .F. Bldg.. 100 Clarence St.
w ater Ave., W estbury P ark , B ristol 6.
Sessions 1st, 3rd, and 5th S aturday afternoons.
London:
Melbourne, Victoria:
London Chapter. R ichard L ake, M aster, 38
M elbourne C hapter, 25 Russell St. Stephen
Cranbrouk Rise, Ilford, Essex.
Lands, M aster; Olive Orpah Cox. Sec.. 179 Rathm ines R d., H aw thorn, EE3.
FRANCE
Mile. Jeann e G uesdon, Sec.. 56 Rue G am betta.
BRAZIL
Villeneuve Sainte G eorges (Seine & O ise).
Sao Paulo:
Sao Paulo C hapter, R ua T abating uera 165. Dr. HOLLAND
Amsterdam :*
II. de P au la Franca, M aster; George Craig Sm ith,
De R ozekruisers Orde, G root-L oge der N ederlanSec., Caixa Postal 4633. Sessions 2nd and 4th
den. J. Coops, F.R .C ., Gr. M aster, H unzestraat
Sat., 8:30 p.m.
141.
CANADA
ITALY
Montreal, P.Q.:
R om e:
M ount Royal C hapter, The Lodge Room, V ictoria
Italian G rand L odge of AMORC. O rlando Tim Hall, W estm ount. Allan Nickerson. M aster:
panaro P e rro tta , Sec., C/o Mrs. De Gorga, Via G.
David R eid, Sec., 4201 L afontaine St., Apt. 5.
B aglivi, 5-D. 1, Q uartiere Italia.
Sessions 1st and 3rd T hurs., 8 p.m.
MEXICO
Toronto, Ontario:
Mexico. D .F. :•
Toronto Chapter, Sons o f E ngland H all, 58 R ich
Q uetzalcoatl Lodge, Calle de Colombia 24. Sr.
m ond St., E ast. K. V. H arrold, M aster; Jean W.
Carlos
Nunez A., M aster; Sr. B ernardo L ira M.,
Cam pbell, Sec., 94 H ighbourne Rd. Sessions
Sec., L ondres 8, Bis.
every Mon., 8:15 p.m .
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES
Vancouver, B.C.:*
Semarang, Java:*
V ancouver Lodge, 878 H ornby St. D ennis CriMrs. M. C. Zeydel, Gr. M aster-G eneral. D jangli 47.
toph, M aster, Tel. KE-2615-Y; L ettie C. Fleet, NEW
ZKALANI)
Sec., 1142 H arw ood St.. Tel. MA-3208. Sessions
A u c k la n d :
every Mon. through F ri. Lodge open, 7:30 p.m.
A
uckland
C hapter, V ictoria Arcade, Room 317.
Victoria, B.C.:*
E ric C. F ranklin , M aster, 55 Speight Rd., KehiV ictoria Lodge, 725 C ourtney St. J. V. Kentm
aram
a,
E.
1; Joh n O. A nderson, Sec. Sessions
Faw kes, M aster; R. Gibson, Sec., 141 M ontreal St.
every Mon., 8 p.m.
W indsor, Ont.:
W indsor C hapter, 808 M arion Ave. W illiam G. SW EDEN
Malmo :*
W ilson, Master; G eorge H. Brook, Sec., 2089
G rand Lodge “R osenkorset." Albin Roim er, Gr.
A rgyle Ct. Sessions every W ed., 8:15 p.m.
M
aster, Box 30, S kald erv ik en; Tnez Akesson,
W innipeg, M an.:
Sec., V astergatan 55, Malmo.
C harles D ana Dean C hapter, I.O .O .F. Tem ple,
293 K ennedy St. John A. Sunde, M aster; W il SWITZERLAND
Lausanne :*
liam M. G lanvill, Sec.. 180 A rnold Ave. Sessions
AMORC G rand Lodge, 21 Ave. Dapples. Dr. Ed.
1st and 3rd T hurs., 7:45 p.m.
B ertholet, F.R .C ., Gr. M aster, II Ave. General
DENMARK AND NORWAY
Guisan.
Copenhagen:*
VENEZUELA
The AM ORC G rand Lodge o f D enm ark and N or
Caracas:
way. A rth u r S undstrup, G rand M aster; Carli
Alden C hapter, Velazquez a M iseria. 19. Sra.
A ndersen, S.R.C., Gr. Sec., M anogade 13, Strand.
P ila r de C arrizales, M aster; Sra. Carmen S. Sala
EGYPT
zar, Sec., Calle C u arta 2. Bellavista. Sessions 1st
Cairo:
and 3rd F ri., 6 p.m .
Am enhotep G rand Lodge. Salim C. Saad, G rand
M aster. 1 K asr-El-N il St.
‘ (In itiatio n s are perform ed.)

Latin-American Division

Arinando Font. De La Jara, F.R.C., Deputy Grand Master
D irect inquiries regardin g this division to the L atin-A m erican D ivision, R osicrucian P ark, San Jose,
California, U.S.A.
JUNIOR ORDER OF TORCH BEARERS
A children's organization sponsored by the AMORC.
F o r com plete inform ation as to its aim s and benefits, address S ecretary General. Ju n io r O rder. R osi
crucian Park. San Jose, California.
THE ROSICRUCIAN PRESS, LTD. usitSsS*, PRINTED IN U . S . A .

Will Man Create Life ?
P V O E S the secret of life belong
to Divinity alone?
W i l l N atu re s last frontier give
way to m a n s inquiring mind.''
C a n man become a creator, peo
pling the world with creatures ol
fiis own fancy? W a s the ancient
sage right, w h o said: l o tlie
G ods the Soul belongs, but to
man will belong the power ol
Life. ? W i l I the future know a
superior, C iodlil<e race of humans
—each a genius and each the
masterlul creation of an unerring
formula—or will Soulless beings,
shorn o f the leelin gs which have
bound mortals together in under
standing. dominate the earth/
For centuries, man has dared to
inva de realms which theology has

declared sacred. He has revealed
the secret ol organic functions
and measured the forces of mind
—riow, breathlessly, he tears at
the veil wh ich conceals the n a 
ture of life itself. W i ll this be
his crowning achievement—or his
utter annihilation?
It is one of the greatest contro
versies of the day. Orthodox re
ligion pronounces it a diabolical
experiment—some schools of sci
ence declare it possible and justi
fiable— but metaphysicians startlingly announce . . .

This M anuscript
0 ree

Let the Manuscript, W'i II Sci
ence Ever Produce Life? tell
you, in its own words, just what
the metaphysicians do say of this
amazing experiment. Here is an
instructive discourse that reads
like fiction, and yet it is a rational
postulation of strange facts.
e are putting no price on this
manuscript. It is given free for
each new six m onths’ subscription
to the Rosicrucian Digest. Just
send $1-75 (the regular price) for
a six months subscription, to
the Rosicrucian Digest, for vourself or a friend, an d this dis
course, W i ll Science liver Pro
duce Life? will be sent to you at
once, with postage prepaid. I al<e
advantage of this offer today.
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The following are but a few of the many books of the Rosicrucian
Library, which are fascinating and instructive to every reader. For a
complete list and description of all of the books, write for FREE
CATALOG Send orders and request to address below.
THE TECHNIQUE OF THE MASTER

By Raymund Andrea, K. R. C.

A guide to inner unfoldment. This book converts the intangible w hispers of
self into forceful actions that bring real joys a n d accomplishm ents in life. Price,
postpaid, $2 00.

GLANDS— Our Invisible Guardians

By M. W. Kapp, M. D.

Do you realize that minute organic su bsta nc e s—g la n d s —often c au se your
w eaknesses and your strong points? They fashion your character and influence
your personality Each g lan d ula r excess or deficiency produces a glandular
type—a distinct kind of personality. Learn what your g lan d u la r personality is
Illustrated. Price postpaid, $1.80.

ROSICRUCIAN QUESTIONS and ANSWERS with
Complete History of the Order
By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

The first complete authentic history of the Rosicrucian Order. The book out
lines a nsw ers to hundreds of questions d ealing with the history, teachings,
benefits and purposes of the Rosicrucian Order This is a romantic but true
tale oi the seeker's quest for light. Price, postpaid, $2.50.

THE MYSTICAL LIFE OF JESUS

By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

The real Jesus revealed at lastl Here a re the facts relating to the Immaculate
Conception, the birth, crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension that will aslound
and inspire you Beautifully bound. Price, postpaid, $2 50.

THE WORD WENT FORTH

By Laura DeWitt James, B. A.

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE DISCIPLE

By Raymund Andrea, K. R. C.

The mystery of voice attunem ent Explains how your emotions can be in
fluenced by the effect your speech h as on a certain important g lan d Price,
postpaid, $1.10.

The p ath that the masters trod> A modern description of the ancient esoteric
path to spiritual illumination trod by the m asters a n d a v a ta rs o! yore. Reveals
methods for obtaining the g re a t light. Price, postpaid, $2.15.

THE BOOK OF JASHER

The sacred book that w as withheld—barred for centuries from the Bible— by
early church councils. Even the Bible itself refers to this excluded book—
see Joshua 10; 13 W hat did it contain that theologians feared to reveal? This
is an actual PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION of a very old printing of the
book once d am n ed by churchmen. Price, postpaid, $2.50.

(AMORC) SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

